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INTRODUCTION
Research on the populations of juvenile sea turtles
utilize the Chesapeake Bay as a summer foraging area has been
pursued by the Virginia Institute of Marine Science (VIMS) since
1979.

The largest part of the funding for our studies has co~e
.,

'·'.;·:''

from National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) in the form of·
student fellowship grants with recent substantial contributions
·i.',·;2:;
.. :,~::;

also by the Virginia Game and Inland Fisheries Commission
.

and

. ~· r :: ' ,

VIMS.

This report is a summary of studies carried out through

1983.

It consists of sections analyzing telemetry, conventional

tagging, mortalities, fishing conflicts, population descriptio~·
and abundance.

!rELEMETRY

/

Richard Byles' telemet~ic studies of the movements and
behavior of sea turtles in the Chesapeake Bay were initiated in
1981 and continued in 1982 and 1983.

For the past three years,

over 850 loc~tions have been recorded for fourteen loggerheads
and two ridleys on approximately 230 days (Table 1).

Contact

with individuals has been maintained from one to 75 days and
total contact duration for all turtles was 418 days.

The

development of the underwater sonic telemetry system, the surface
radio transmission system and the tra~king methods have been
discussed in previous reports and the details will not be
1

reiterated here.

We have established the following through · ,

telemetry study and other research.

1. PHILOPATRY

Tagged turtles have returned to the Bay annually
southern coastal wintering areas.

::iii
ft()~tfr .·
--·..:;r . .:.

Loggerhead turtles display:,.}!.··,

strong tendency to return to the same area each season and, wbeitr

.···<?~{/·

intentionally displaced, to return to the same area within th~:·
season.

In 1983, a loggerhead which was tracked in 1981'

ah~}j-~·/
~ ~:i~~: ??.; :~.

recaptured and tracked again in 1982, stranded dead within the\':'.
(
.. :_ i}~{j:;(
Chesapeake Bay. This is the first thrIee-year annual return we '·V'eF~;
\Ji{
1
'.

·1···

recorded from the Bay (see the tagging\ section for further recap~.,:
~. .

'

ture information).

Restricted sit~ fixity was recorded fo~'

several turtles returning annually and being captured in the sam~
nets where they were first tagged by co-operating pound net
fishermen.

A loggerhead which was telemetered and tracked at the

York River mouth for 36 days in 1982, was recaptured in the York
in 1983 and tracked for 75 days (Table 1).

This turtle was

captured in the same pound net each year and exhibited similar
movements and occupied the same foraging range during both
seasons.
Two loggerheads were captured in pound nets near the mouths
of the Rappahannock and the Potomac Rivers in 1983 for the
telemetry study and were displaced to the mouth of the York River
for release.

Each of the turtles returned from the release site

to their respective capture sites •

Turtle MT-80-83L was

released on 8 August 1983 and contact was lost 11 August 1983 due
2

_'.

.

to equipment failure.

Contact was re-established

original capture point at Gwynn Island on 13 September 1~
approximately 40 kilometers from the release site.
displaced turtle (MT-88-83L) was captured in the Potomac Ri~i
,.;,,\::

mouth and released for tracking in the York River on 6 Septemb
1983.

Daily contact was maintained with this turtle as its•

more than 75 kilometers in eleven days back
Evidence from one specimen (MT-22-81L) which was captured
the York and tracked in 1981 and recaptured in the James R1 ·.·
late in the 1982 season shows a multiannual return to a differ
river system.

When this specimen was displaced in ·19a2 tot

York River for tracking, it resumed its prior year's orientat
to the York mouth.

2. FORAGING RANGES

The majority of the telemetered turtles were
released and tracked in the lower Chesapeake Bay, in the vicinity
of the York River.

Conclusions concerning the behavior of the

York area turtles probably applies to other Chesapeake river
systems as well.

Loggerheads orient to the mouths of the

Rappahannock .and the Potomac Rivers as they do to the York and
possibly use the James River.

However, our data is very sparse

for the James region.
All York loggerheads maintained a foraging range which was
oriented towards the river mouth, and none ever swam more than
two kilometers upriver.

The York Spit £°.rmed a physical north-

eastern boundary to the foraging rangjs of all loggerheads
3

captured in the York (Figure 1).

The only turtles known to
1

the barrier were a ridley (MT-42-83L) and two loggerheads (MT.;;.13 ~~~,,83L and MT-88-83L).

The loggerheads were displaced from

th!iJ:1r;;f

Rappahannock and Potomac River capture sites and
the barrier to return to their preferred rivers.
range boundaries for York turtles were not as sharply deline~f~lt.,,~r:f\
as the northern boundary, but were usually within the r

.

iv~i}}iJ\

.· '::J\?Jt)?Wf

discharge plume and bounded in the south by the gradual shoaling {is.··

.

.·: . _. ~\/Jr]\-

a cross Poquoson Flats.

Composite typical foraging ranges·

,(~ef
..
-~··-'

··,:

depicted in Figure 1.

;~
.,..,j';-

Although variable, the typical pattern was generally

ii' .

:::~ :r~:::e:i:;m::leo::t::st::a:of::ma:::• Y::: :::::r::a: ~:::t~i[~{,
location, then returned.

An attribute of all York foraging

patterns was a northwest apex at the river mouth.

·.

Within each of the three typical foraging ranges, turtles
exhibited three general types of movements: 1. long term circular
paths which had durations of one tidal cycle to many cycles,
(Figure 1, B & C), 2. straight line or elongate oval paths which
traversed up and down the river channels coincident with the
tidal cycle (Figure 1, A) and 3. stationary positioning at a
'

preferred spot regardless of tidal conditions.

3. RESPIRATORY BEHAVIOR
The ratio of time turtles spent at the surface and below
the surface was monitored for six t,urtles in 1982 and four
turtles in 1983.

Radio transmitters broadcasting at frequencies
4

'T;i\'~'-"i'i

\\l~--~~1)-.~r'·:._
. ,:~c. :.:...

from 150.000 to 151.000 kHz were imbedded in floats and attached
by short flexible lines to the rearmost marginal bones of each
specimen.

This positioning insured that the transmitter antenna

became aerial with each surfacing and allowed the radio transmission time to approximate closely the time the turtle was visible
at or near the surface as would be seen from the air (Figure 2).
Table 2 lists subsurface to surface time ratios and the
percentage of time spent at the surface for ten turtles.

A

minimum of 660 paired observations of dive durations and surface.
times were obtained during daylight hours (0600 to 2100).

The

average subsurface to surface time ratio was calculated to aid in
our population estimates derived from aerial surveys made in 1982
and 1983(see Aerial Surveys). Turtles MT-63-82L and MT-42-83L
were dropped from the analysis.

Turtle MT-63-82L was emaciated,

sluggish and swam into nets twice; the second encounter was
fatal.

This turtle spent much more time at the surface than the

other turtles studied.
was a different species

The second turtle that was not included
(L...

kempi) and exhibited quite different

respiratory behavior; it spent nearly four times as long at the
surface (19%) than did the loggerheads (5.3%).
observations of loggerheads yielded

a

The remaining 478

mean subsurface to surface

ratio of 19.8:1, or 5.3% surface time.

4. NET ENCOUNTERS
All the telemetered turtles encountered pound nets at least
once because each specimen was originally retrieved from the head
of a net for tracking.

Once tracking commenced, only one turtle
5

(MT-63-82L) was recaptured alive in the head of a net, and it
iater tangled and drowned in the leader of a different net.

Two

other turtles, MT-62-82L and MT-61-82L, also drowned in pound net
ieaders.

These three turtles drowned two, seven and one day(s)

after release, respectively.

The short time between release and

drowning for these specimens and the physical and behavioral
characteristics of the turtles noted in the laboratory prior to
tracking lead us to believe that they may have been sick or in

weakened condition.

No additional mortalities occurred du.ring

the more than 400 days that other specimens were tracked.
The movements of the turtles within their foraging ranges
exposed them frequently to pound nets.

The majority of logger-

heads preferred moving with the tides, towards and away from the
river mouth along the river channel or along the edge of the
channel.

This is unfortunately the location of the majority of

pound nets which are placed at the channel edge perpendicular to
the channel direction (Figure 1).

Consequently, loggerheads

typically encountered nets set crosswise to their paths.
Upon encountering a net, turtles usually stopped, even in
the presence of strong tidal currents, and proceeded slowly
towards either _the head end or, less frequently towards the tail
end the net. It was obvious the turtle did not just simply swim
around the obstacle because the movement to avoid the net always
consumed more time than if the swimming speed had been maintained
at a level equal to the period of movement that immediately

preceded the net encounter.

Often, turtles would surface again

and again, in one spot next to a given net, or moving parallel to
6

the net.

It appeared that the turtles were investigating the

area closely before swimming around the net.

Crustaceans ag-

gregate on large epibiotic loads that grow on the pound net
stakes and horseshoe crabs become concentrated at the bottom of
the net.

It is not surprising that turtles linger near this food

source.

S. SWIMMING BEHAVIOR

Tracked turtles were strongly influenced by the tide.

·Even

so, healthy turtles displayed the ability to remain stationary or
swim perpendicular to the tidal direction in all situations.
Tidal displacements occurred while turtles were occupying a
foraging area, returning to preferred sites or exiting the Bay in
the fall.

In foraging areas, turtles tended to.drift with the

tide, probably just over the bottom in search for food.

Some

turtles were less influenced by tides then others and spent the
majority of their time in circumscribed, preferred areas within
the larger foraging area.
The displaced turtle MT-88-83L showed a net directional
movement of nearly seven kilometers per day. However, within each
day, its actual movement had a bi-directional tidal influence.
The course doubled back on itself, in a two step forward, one
step back manner as the turtle returned to the Potomac.
An

unusual event was documented at the start of the fall

migration out of the Bay. A loggerhead (MT-91-83L) headed due
east from the York Spit to mid-Bay, and maintained it's course
against ebb and flood tides for one day.
7

As the next tide

started, the turtle stayed on the surface for the entire_
·-:.~.

cycle before resuming the more common practice of only surfact;;
to breathe. The surface waters of the Bay flow more swiftly~~
of the Bay on ebb tide than those at depth due to fresh wat'
runoff and this behavior conferred the advantage to the turtle
expending little energy and maximizing movement toward the
mouth.

Only rarely has basking behavior or prolonged time at

surface been recorded for the telemetered turtles and
the degree that was recorded for this turtle.

6. MIGRATION

Turtles are usually present in the Bay only when
temperatures are 20 C or above.

The absolute temperature,

rate of change in temperature could be cues to the turtle fort
initiation of migration, since both occur with predictabil~#
•·.,,.

each year (Figure 3).

Also coinciding with the fall emigrati~:'.:

'~. . . ~::t~·~

for the past two years was the onset of the first of the fail
.
·,·.~·.
....

''.l;·h';

northeast storms.

··,:.:,);,·.

These factors could be cues for a shift fron('),

foraging to migratory behavior.

The relative importance of eac~:;'';~;~~,;,,f:;

has not been ascertained.
The migratory route taken by turtles after leaving the Bay
has been determined to be a coastwise, southerly course, most
likely within tens of kilometers of shore.

Precise locations and

continuous tracks of individual turtles have been impossible to
record due to adverse conditions prevalent in the Atlantic at the
onset of winter.

Contact with migrat~ng loggerheads has been

maintained south to Cape Hatteras, but-no further.
8

Satellite

telemetry experiments planned for the fall of 1984
elucidate the migratory route and the overwintering sites
Bay population(s) of loggerheads.

7. SPECIES COMPARISON
The first successful telemetry study of a ridley in
Chesapeake Bay was accomplished in 1983.

Since it is the ra1{

of all sea turtles and is near extinction, the data that
obtained are of particular importance.
Ridleys are smaller, more active and agile than
heads and differences in food preference reflect this~\
predominant food item found in the stomachs of dead, stran
r idleys and in the feces of live captive specimens of Chesap.
ridleys is the blue crab, Callinectes sapidus.

·The predomi~

food item for the slower moving Chesapeake loggerhead is~
horseshoe crab, Limulus polyphemus.

These food preferences

reflected in habitat preference and behavior of the
The r idley (MT-42-83L) traveled 13 kilometers upon rele,(

~~

: ;,~

.. ;11

from the York River to the Mobjack Bay and then abruptly settle,,
down to foraging behavior.

In comparison to loggerheads,

t~l.. \~:JttiLF,.,
to,J:

r idley f reque.nted much shallower water, and was found nearer

... \:~t~

shore over extensive shoal areas of less than five meters .i;~;-ii
•/-i'-.,!:..

depth.

There was no notable orientation to channels and the st~~J

of the area

~

·.:: 1: 11

covered was even more limited than that of the most,1;
0

::::: iccr::d p:::~e::d::::ed:;ef::d:~:Y o: ::::d:::e:l::
:::

in the area.

::::t,it
.~.

.

-·, ..

':c·.;:

9

irk~~f;,

The respiratory behavior pattern was similar in the
species but the ridley remained on the surface approximately
times longer than the average loggerhead (Table 2).

Another

difference noted between the two species was thi lower profile
maintained by the ridley while at the surface; as opposed to the
loggerheads', the ridley's carapace was rarely visible when the
turtle surfaced to breathe and the ridley was much more prone t.o
dive when approached.
It is important to consider these differences in habltat' ..;,:
··i;i,:.

and prey item preference between the two species when makincjf}}_,;:.
:,"7•:;::.···.-;

management decisions or planning involving the Chesapeake Bay sea:}i{/y.
;-·t~~·.·;:)f~i~;}{~·
turtles. Since there is a great difference in habitat preferenceL\i\tf
:,: ·:.·-,:_·:.·,-~··.
and feeding habit, planning should address the individual species:.'·;)\
rather than sea turtles as a general catagory.

8. SONIC TRANSMITTER

A new sonic transmitter, more powerful than commercially
available models, was constructed by Custom Telemetry and
Consulting in Athens, Georgia and used with success.

The new

unit, and its receiving system, are the first steps in the design
of a multichannel telemetry system now being adapted for ~se with
sea turtles in the Bay.

The major benefit of the new system is

the increased range of individual transmitters over the previously used models.

Transmitted pulses are now routinely

detectable at distances of one to two kilometers from the
telemetered turtle and under ideal condi~ions, ranges of nine to
ten kilometers may be obtained.
10

The increased range of the

transmitters increases the likelihood of maintaining
free-ranging turtles and also aids in the clarity of the
pulse. The latter is crucial to the methods we will use
multichannel transmission.

AERIAL SURVEYS
Thirteen survey flights were made in 1982 and again
in the study area (Figure 4).

East-west transects were flown\

reported in the 1982 annual report.

The

transect survey was 123 linear kilometers in 1982
kilometers in 1983.

Four to five percent of the study

covered by each survey.
In 1982, 168 loggerheads, one ridley and three
were observed during the flights.

In 1983, 272

twelve ridleys and one leatherback were observed.
frequency histogram of the lateral distances of all turtles from
the flight path as calculated from perpendicular sighting angles •.
Ninety percent of all sightings occurred between 50 meters and
300 meters from the path of the plane.

we have therefore limited

the effective visual strip width to 250 meters on either side of
the plane.

With this data truncation, and considering only the

flights on which turtles were present in the Bay, calculations of
the density of loggerheads during the surveys were made.

An

unadjusted density of Oa21 turtles p~r kilometer squared was

11

obtained for 1982 and in 1983 the unadjusted density was 0.37
turtles per kilometer squared.
Surfacing times were monitored for radio tagged loggerheads
both seasons (see Telemetry) and the average ratio of dive duration to time spent on or near the surface was determined to be
18.9 to 1.

In order to account for unseen diving turtles this

ratio was multiplied by the number of turtles seen on each flight
to yield an estimate of the total number of turtles occurring
along the flight path during the study.

The results from two

flights each occurring in June were excluded from the calculations because we feel that the greater number of turtles seen on
these flights were possibly migrating into the Chesapeake Bay.
-

Migrating turtles may exhibit different behavior and activity
patterns from those observed in foraging turtles and invalidate
the use of the adjustment ratio.
New densities were calculated based on this surmise.

For

1982 a new average density of 0.15 turtles per kilometer squared
was calculated.

The recalculated average density for 1983 was

0.26 turtles per kilometer squared.

Use of the adjustment ratio

obtained from surfacing behavior yields an estimated density of
2.8 turtles per kilometer squared for 1982 and 4.9 for 1983.

The

approximate size of the study area is 1550 kilometers squared.
Since loggerheads are rarely found in waters less than four
meters in depth, the adjusted densities were extrapolated to an
area of circa 750 kilometers squared, which corresponds to that
portion of the study area enclosed bi·the four meter contour
line.

Extrapolating from our average density approximation, we
12
'.

estimate the minimum number of loggerheads utilizing the lower
say in 1982 to be approximately 2,100 individuals.

In 1983, the

approximate number of turtles occupying the study area was calculated to be 3,600 turtles.

The sixty percent increase between

years may be a result of better aerial
1983 or may reflect true annual variation.

viewing conditions:in
No conjectures can be

made concerning the inter-annual estimates until several
surveys are made and trends become apparent.

more

Consideration of

the negative biases inherent in aerial surveys (glare, obseiver
differences, sea state) will tend to increase the estimate.
Decreases in the estimate will arise by excluding areas as nonpreferred habitat.
The estimates above do not include the area above New Point
comfort.

We consider the estimates to be reasonable for the

study area.

In order to extrapolate the estimates to include ihe

entire Chesapeake Bay, distribution patterns of loggerheads~in
the mid and upper Bay need to be determined.

Two surveys were

flown immediately to the north of the study area and results
similar to the study area results were obtained.

No information

la available for the distribution of loggerheads north of the
Potomac River,. although turtles are known from the region.
An estimate of the summer standing stock of loggerheads in
the Chesapeake Bay has been generated by Lutcavage and Musick
(submitted).

They estimated

circa 3,000 individuals in the ~ay

in 1981 based on mark-recapture methods.

This estimate is of the

eauie order of magnitude as the estimate from the aerial surveys.

13

One survey was made of the Delaware Bay on 10 August
to determine how many sea turtles may have been using the'.,.·:··-·
Delaware as a foraging area.
turtles were observed.

Four transects were flown and

no

We conclude that sea turtles were not

utilizing the lower Delaware Bay in numbers detectable by aerial
observation in August.

If turtles were present in the Delaware

to the degree that they are present in the Chesapeake Bay, we
should have observed approximately twenty turtles on the survey.

TAGGING PROGRAM
In 1983, we added fifty-five loggerheads and eleven ridleys
to our population of tagged turtles in the Chesapeake Bay.

Since

1980, a total of 210 loggerheads and 24 ridleys have been tagged
with numbered steel tags on one or both front flippers.

The VIMS

tagging program is an ongoing study of the point-to-point movements of sea turtles from the Bay.

Volunteer, cooperating pound

net fishermen aid us in our tagging program and also provide us
with turtles they accidently catch, when requested to do so.

The

monel tags used are provided by Dr. Archie Carr at the University
of Florida and annual reports of tagging effort are sent to Dr.
Carr and to NMFS, SE region.

14

RECAPTURES

As a result of the VIMS tagging program, twenty-three t....

£§Cetta and three .Ii... kempi with numbered tags have been recaptured in the last four years (Table

3).

In thirteen instances

loggerheads were recaptured in the same year they were tagged.
Eleven turtles were annual or multiannual migrants to the
Chesapeake Bay.

One loggerhead (MT-22-81L) was captured in 1981

and 1982, and recovered dead the third year, in 1983.

Another

loggerhead, MT-16-81L, was tagged in 1981, then stranded dead two
years later.

These turtles represent the only multiannual

recaptures.
Three ridleys and three loggerheads we~e long-distance
recaptures; tagged in the Bay and recaptured elsewhere or tagged
elsewhere and recaptured here.

A ridley (AAD109;AAD110) with a

carapace length of -41 cm was tagged near the Canaveral Channel,
Florida and washed ashore dead in the Bay near Lynnhaven Inlet, a
distance of 1430 kilometers in ten months.

A loggerhead (NMFS

MS3310) reached the Bay from Port Canaveral, Florida, a distance
of 1200 kilometers, in 15 months.

MT-17-SlL, a ridley, was

recaptured alive in Bogue Banks, North Carolina 9 months after
its original capture in the York River, 639 kilometers away.
Another loggerhead (K804) traveled 552 kilometers to Snead's
Ferry, North Carolina, 11 months after capture at Lynnhaven
Inlet.

Two turtles made extraordinary trips to the Bay. One

small, 16u0 cm ridley was a headstarl·turtle from Homasassa,
Florida (tag tG2123).

It traveled 2277 kilometers to Hampton
15

~

·'-

.

Roads, Virginia where it was captured a 1i ve after app ro X ima t

e'{~~f~ir1 ;

14 months, swimming an average of 5.3 kilometers per day.· '11'(};
• ::., .,/..

·• <.

~

·::·: . ;'\·r ~ ·:

loggerhead tagged in 1982 (AAB734;AAB735) from Canaveral Chann~1'/(};
~

..:·~ .r.- ::-,::.:· -

Florida was recovered alive only 5 months later in Mathews){\.
. -..;.>:.~··-.·.··-

..\1<:-:._.(.·

County, Virginia, a trip covering 1245 kilometers or Si.2 ,·.'.-,
kilometers per day.

I':,

Growth can be reported from only four recaptures.

MT-16-SlL

was caught on 11 July 1981 and recaptured and released off~hore.
10 October 1981.

On 25 May 1983 it was found dead.

Straight.

line carapace length (CLS) indicated a 1.5 cm increase over this· ·--'
•. J.

two year period.

MT-156-82L was caught on 16 September 1982 and

recaptured in 1983 with a CLS increase of 2.5 cm.

The third-year·

turtle (MT-22-SlL) was tagged on 9 September 1981 and had grown-·.
3.2 cm by the time of its recapture, 21 months later.

Errors can

arise when dealing with growth measurements as shown by a loggerhead, MT-46-80L, caught in 1980 and recaptured in 1981.
of 2.5 cm in curved carapace length was recorded.

A

loss

This is prob-

ably due to measuring techniques among researchers.

Differences

in epibiotic loads on the carapace cause errors in curved
measurements since a tape measurement includes the epibiota.
Another source of error is that stranded dead animals tend to
swell because of post mortem decay, causing distortion of the
carapace.

All our known growth measurements should be treated as

tentative until enough specimens have been recaptured to reduce

the variation in the data.
Unfortunately, four turtles that were recaptured were
released by the public without measurements and after removal of
16

their tags.

Also, we

observed three loggerheads with tag

Turtles lose their tags through corrosion and growth or tbr()
removal by people.

No data have been collected that reveal'.J'

magnitude of the tag loss problem.

Therefore, populations

timates by mark-recapture techniques are difficult to

NESTING
Scattered, infrequent loggerhead nesting occurs in
Weekly aerial surveys of suitable nesting coastline
1980 and no evidence of nesting was seen (Byles and
unpublished, Appendix A).

Some nesting may have occurred on·?

Barrier Islands and not been reported, but no -major nestirt
likely to have occurred.

.i,

Personnel from Back

Wildlife Refuge have found and protected about
season south of Virginia Beach and Chincoteague National Wildl't:
Refuge has had the same magnitude of nesting during the

perio::rginia is only marginally suitable as a sea turtle rooke·,~;rtffr\.
due to two main factors.

There is a lack of suitable habitat}{).·

(such as sargassum) for the protection and nurture of hatcbling.~)fjf
off our coast, and cooler temperatures may prevail during incubaf)Jt@( ·
'~i: .~;~'.;Y1-~., -~

tion which would drive the sex ratio towards a majority of maleefiHff\

<:jt}tJt

(Appendix A).

'!,··· .,

\ft&(
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MORPHOMETRICS
The populations of turtles that use the Bay as a
'.,<~

foraging area consist of immature specimens, whether loggerhe~J··
or ridleys.

No adult-sized ridleys have ever been encount.ei';~,

and adult-sized loggerheads are rare, although some were
near the Bay mouth and along the Atlantic beaches.
Table 4 lists the overall means of morphometric
~. e.

taken by VIMS personnel from live and dead loggerheads for·.a,·
years.

Frequency histograms by five centimeter intervalsjj~%

given for loggerheads (Figure 6) and ridleys (Figure 7).
Eighty-five percent of the loggerheads we examined
the interval between 50 cm and 80 cm straight line carapcll~
length, and these data were clustered tightly about the

me~,r~i~
;:

67.0 cm (SE= 0.72, N = 255) (Figure 6).

'.

'. < ·~:

The data

skewed towards larger size due to the occassional
adult-sized c-90 cm+) turtles near the Bay mQuth and Atlan~i~
beaches.

Over 901 of all turtles examined were less

in carapace length.

The largest live turtle collected in the

had a carapace length of 86.0 cm.
The mean straight line carapace length of ridleys we examined was 40.0 cm (SE = 1.329, N = 29) (Figure 7).
percent of the ridleys were between 30 and 45 cm.
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Seventy-five

~LOOP EXAMINATION
Blood was sampled from live turtles when possible
.•.

series of analyses were initiated to determine health or dis,~a
:;::~.-:;.

..

state parameters to aid us with rehabilitation and to investi~fi
~-- .{?~~:.

possible causes of mortalities.

These studies are being pur~
'i_

t??f

at present to establish the normal baseline parameters ir-.)s'
turtles.

~:[1f

Appendix C contains the results obtained thus far

the baseline.
Serum gonadotropin levels were determined as an
of sex by Dave Owens, Texas A

&

M University.

turtles from which blood was sampled, 32 were determined
female, 14 were male and four were intermediate but proba

·}~r

males, yielding a sex ratio of 1. 8 to 1 females to males.:·;·;:.
:\}.":

,:-,y,

sex ratio of immature loggerhead populations from other southe~
areas is 1.6 to l (Thane Wibbels, personal communication),

wJi~
.~}ffJ!(

suggests there is no differential migration pattern between ·~h,/

sexes ::t:::g~~:: ::j::::ys::g:::tles we saw were immature, {tiic::
0

was determined by visual examination of reproductive organs1 in;'))j~(
a utops i e d ind.ividuals.

.

-~ :~(r-;:.·.:tu:1!-

Twenty-six females and fourteen males :;·

were identified which yields an overall sex ratio of 1.9 to 1 !o~:;~
turtles examined.

This supports the results of the blood

analysis.
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POUND NET EXAMINATIONS
In 1983 an effort was made to determine the relative
of turtles that were caught in pound net leaders and drow~~
.i·

- ..:_1_

Three methods were used to collect the information:
surface and subsurface examination.

aei{,.,

The aerial survey wasS

: ~ti'\\

v..._r.;;

determine the areal and temporal extent of turtles captured!}

·:J .

pound nets as well as the ability to spot them from the air.
surface survey was a "ground truth• of the aerial observatf6
and effort was focused on specific areas.

The subsurface sui
J ~·i

was designed to test the feasibility of the diving method an4'tf

~··.\\~~~~

determine the number of turtles that were caught below the

~w

'\f)~{'

face, and that could not be seen with the other .two methods. ,'.\f>;;
..
//\ ~,;

-. •-1·.

1. AERIAL EXAMINATION

All potind nets in the Chesapeake Bay were surveyed
month to determine the number of nets fishing and the locationi:tt
. +':;;fi.I'.:i\'.{(\
On seven flights, from April through October, pound net lead~7s}Ntzff
• . · :·. ~}1~~ttt~r-

were examined for dead turtles.

Approximately 240 nets Wf!re %?t'!?:/

. 3' }.~~\}\ -._

checked closely, and an additional 304 nets were checked at a

'iifr
_]; .. ··

:~:ta;:: :rtomw::: p::::iw::: ::no:::;r:: w::ha:::::: ::s~::::.111;
8

9

0

1

.\\~S~\/
turtles entangled in nets were observed from the air during t~e_i([t

surveys, which was supported 100% by surface ground

trptb',\t~?{
..
__. __-:·;,

surveys.
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2. SURFACE EXAMINATION
300 net examinations were performed by boat
to 16 October 1983.

The nets were examined on an opportuniJ
,;1r

basis, the frequency, number and locations were dependent larg'.j
on surface conditions and weather with the exception of gro
truth examinations made in conjunction with overflights •.
'-

.•

York River, York Spit and Mobjack Bay received the most
tion, in part because of proximity to VIMS and in part due
greater number of beached carcasses usually found in
(see Mortalities).
Two ridleys and fourteen loggerheads were found
leaders or bays of pound nets.

Of these, two loggerheads

.ti
_,',
;,1

retrieved alive from leader entanglement, and two loggerb
were retrieved from nets where it was obvious that they
in·to the net with the tide and weren't tangled.

All

tanglements were discovered during examinations that occur:'.

~};

from 22 May through 10 June.

No turtles were found in!(

leaders of any nets checked from July through October.
follows the temporal pattern of strandings seen in the Bay
:;"1·

1979; peak mortalities occur in late May and throughout Jun~lt
·~ f~~//J}:
(Figure 9).

3. SUBSURFACE EXAMINATION

Ten pound nets were selected for underwater examination
scuba.

vi th

-'·-

;~lilr

Dives were made on 6, 7, 8 and 10 June in the York River r7Y:\L.}
.
.~: '!:~:./',:,

and York ~pit area.

Diving could be accomplished
only at rela...

,>ii::;,_

';:' :·::-;--.:f?·:-

t ive ly slack water and was hampered by poor visibility_
21

~·

(approximately 10 to 150 cm) and billowing nets.

Two

the length of each net's leader, one diver near the
one diver approximately three meters from the top.
linked together by a safety line, in case of entanglement.

·-Ji

.·~t

Nine nets had no turtles in the leaders, but one net · ·.
four loggerheads caught near the surface and two more below
surface.

The turtles below the surface were entangled~

proximately three meters deep, at the point where
top portion of the leader junctured with the mesh lower
(Figure 8).

MORTALITIES
1. STRANDINGS
·)

We actively solicit sea turtle information from the pubil.

::Jr~?

each season.

Many calls and reports are unconfirmed and have~~·-,.
,
.·. ~~t{_;:t~~~~~~f~F:!~~~Y;.:
been included in the following discussion. Table 5 contains live',;',}fH:.t·;·,
~·:.i~~!. ~~(~(;_1.:.;t.\X};: : -.
or dead turtles examined by trained VIMS personnel and dead"; :ii¥?/'<
1

' ·-~. . :~·:.)>.

turtles reported to us by our stranding network.

Methods and

a· ,.

discussion of the stranding network were given in the 1982 NMFS
report.
Of the total strandings for all years (772), the major~ty
(639) were loggerheads; ridleys made up less than 51 of the total
dead turtles.

The distribution of strandings by species w~s

similar in all study years.
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In all years, the greatest number of strandings occurred
June when turtles first entered the lower Bay (Figure'~~
:.~f~~~~S\
Strandings before May and after November were nearly nonexist.irt·
.t~;-'.·~~¢t.:.,~x

in all study years.

The concentration of mortality in the spillW
-~-f!ilt

may be due in part to the poor physical condition of many turt.'fi ,
'(i·:t~(:i

resulting from sub-optimal conditions during the winter followe'·by the arduous coastal migration to the Bay.

Evidence support1!~
·-~·l.t\.

a link between mortalities and poor health was reveale~J
., ;:,;!
autopsy and carcass examination, however, further work mus
done to determine whether a direct causal relationship exi
~

~t.

Blood analyses were begun in 1983 to determine the healths~
of sea turtles and may provide the link between health and
dings as the study progresses.

~;{~t~.

The spatial distribution of strandings, like the tempora,

~;\~\t;s

Strandings we:.':
:'?ll
concentrated primarily in zones 3, 6, and 7 (Figure 10 and l~l·
distribution, was similar for all study years.

- •7,•\1-

Factors which may have contributed to the observed stranding
~

.. /~i

pattern include a) local cur rents, which may have concentra~!cf'
floating, dead turtles, b) a non-uniform distribution of turtles
c) uneven reporting, and d) differential pressures leading,to
mortality. The degree of contribution by these four factors .to
the observed stranding pattern bas not been determined.
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-···
2.CAUSE OF DEATH
Table 6 lists the causes of death for 285 turtles
by VIMS personnel since 1979.
determined catagory (69%).

The largest group is

These turtles either had

other outward signs of the cause of death, or they were too bad! .
decomposed to determine a cause.
implicated in 18.6% of the deaths.

Implication evidence

pieces of netting still attached to
the neck or limbs or traces of anti-fouling paint (similar
that found on pound nets) on the carcass.
We had been assuming that many of the undetermined catagor.C'
>;1f

were somehow net related, but have not been able to prove it;<
i

This past year our. experience with turtles entangled in leader~

~~it

has made us more skeptical· that turtles drowning in pound nef"
could remain unmarked and drift out of the net to strand.
turtles become tangled, they struggle and generally
tight constrictions on the extremities that are caught.

We

no explanation for the large undetermined category as yet.
Histological examinations were performed by Dr.
Wo.lke, University of Rhode Island, for fifteen turtles in 1983:
thirteen loggerheads, one ridley and one leatherback.

The heart

ventricle, auricle and major vessels, liver, lung, intestine,
gonads, kidney, and spleen were the tissues examined~

Eleven of

the specimens had moderate to advanced post mortem decay which
made the cause of death impossible to determine.

MT-23-83 and

MT~25-83 were diagnosed as having Spirorchidiasis (a parasitic,

24

blood fluke infection).

:::::::::::::::::::e:e::o::m:::d~ :hem:::::1:;:::1 ::a:iifIii
08

have not revealed the cause of death, but rather a possibi(t '.Vi
··r. J::1~}:f.:/ ~ t::::\:
weakened condition leading to death. Such has been the case wi'tb
all post morta examinations of tissues since our research

w;;+~>.

started; namely that few specimens are suitable for histolog-t~{(/,.
examination and in the cases where results are obtained, a
link to the cause of death is not found.

3. HYDROCARBON EXAMINATION

:; :};

we examined tissues from four sea turtles to
presence, composition, and concentration of hydrocarbon
lutants found in Chesapeake Bay (Appendix B).

:pQ;L~;)flf

Samples of fa~~tl{Jj/}f
~

liver were taken from four animals stranded in the Chesapeake
and Virginia coastal waters.

:;,;(}:):-;:_\i~~\\'.

B_aY
.... \; '.
.._.,

-;,

Three loggerheads and one leath~r:..:
,,

back turtle were examined.

Total concentrations of hydrocarbons· •..

per 10.0g of liver ranged from 209.0ppb to 1193.3ppb.

Only one

fat sample ~as found to have measurable concentration of
pollutants.

This sample contained a total hydrocarbon concentr,a:JJ.

:::o:~::::~:::::£::::~:: ::ds:::m::::e::.:o::::t:::::::111~
all contam~nated turtle samples.

Feeding and habitat are primaiitf/
:\ ~\t: '. .

sources of exposure to these compounds.
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The results show that

.
F
..•1';'

-:-:..~

;<,

.

f

r

..

compounds that are commonly found in other areas and organisms."
the Chesapeake Bay were present in loggerheads and leatherbag:
' • ·:.i'~

from the Bay and Virginia coastal waters.
high concentration of PCBs.

~l

The results also

Further studies are needed to

det~liJJlt'f

mine the magnitude of contamination of sea turtles in Chesapeak'i;\;j(?
!/i}Y{:_..:/'.~-i.{f\~ ·-~

Bay and the implications for the health and survival of tbe}:{{}·;'

.; i;~~;

turtles.

4. STOMACH CONTENTS

Stomach contents of thirty stranded turtles (27 loggerhea
.-l

one ridley, two leatherbacks) were examined in
The loggerheads had mostly horseshoe crab and
their stomachs.

Spider crab, rock crab parts and clam bo4

:::: :o:::d i:nt::mseto:::::t:;es::e:c::~a::a::::::: ::
they had been feeding in pound nets.
blue crab parts in its stomach.
also examined.

::s:e~iftfifJ

The r idley stomach had 011ly\/Ji/-~
: ;.:- . ~ _:;~7- ·.·:-::: .

Two leatherback stomachs w•r•.
. -,,.:',

.:}·.

Nothing was found in one, but the other had, , · .

ketchup plastic wrapper lodged in the intestine.

This was not.

the cause of death.
Stomach contents from thirteen loggerheads were collec~,~J;
·-:

for closer examination in the laboratory.

···:1;,

Of these, we fotin1!'.):

.

three with blue crabs parts, two with horseshoe crab parts,

;~tftJ{l.

with spider crab parts, four with fish bones.

~nt!i)

' . )(-?!\?<( .. -

·,

seaweed were collected in only a few turtles.

.:~::-\iJtI~l:f··.

One turtle had ran .. ·

operculum from a whelk and sand in its stomach.
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Clam bodies

'

Sand was common

occasions nesting by loggerheads has been reported on
beaches of the Barrier Islands of the Delmarva Peninsula'(
I

- ·~

and on or near the Back Bay National Wildlife Refuge (NWR))
In spite of the paucity of verified records
we believed the actual incidence of nesting might be
greater due to several factors enumerated below.
1.

Nearly all of Virginia's Barrier Islands are

uninhabited with extremely limited access.

The majority

the Barrier coast is under stewardship of the Nature Conse
which intends the perpetual preservation of the ecosystem\"
(Hennessey, 1976), controls access to_the islands, and
patrols only infrequently to keep unauthorized persons
the lands, all of which are only accessible by boat.
and current nesting may not have been observed and
could not be reported.
2.

The Back Bay NWR is also remote and uninhabited

not regularily patrolled by Fish and Wildlife Personnel.
Although there is more public access to this section
unnoticed or unreported nesting may have occurred.

lo

Concentrations of adult sized loggerheads

in Virginia's coastal waters during summer months.
particularily abundant in the tidal c!lannels. and o~1ler waters
around the Barrier Islands.

Caldwell, Carr and Ogren (1959)

note that male and female loggerheads congregate for mating
near a nesting beach during the reproductive season and the

reports of adult size

sea turtles in our area may be

evidence that suggests pesting ·activities.
4.

In 1969, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

a program of transplanting Carett~ eggs from
Cape Romain (South Carolina) NWR to Chincoteague,
and Pea Island NWR's.

According to Rick Poetter,

manager of the Back Bay NWR, from 1969 through 1979. over l"s
No,·~h CAn:..r,ti~·~ c,.v,J

hatch lings were released on~Virginia's beaches.
of the transplantation program was to attempt a
extension of the breeding range of the Atlantic
to coastal NWR's in Virginia and North Carolina
colonies could be "reestablished" on protected beaches
(unpublished

u.s.F.w.s.

Progress Report No. 11, October

1979).

As the survivors of these ~£forts reached maturity, i
was assumed they would return to beaches where they first
crawled into the ocean as hatchlings and lay their eggs/.

DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AREA
1.

The Eastern Shore
The Eastern Shore of Virginia is the

of the Delmarva Peninsula bounded on the north by the Stat:J
of Maryland, on the west and south
on the east by the Atlantic Ocean.

Low barrier islands ba ·

by extensive tidal marshlands and lagoon systems separate
the mainland of the Peninsula from the Atlantic Ocean.
thirteen islands which compose the outermost barrier systt?'
"\!~

are interrupted by twelve major tidal inlets (see Map 1) • ·,
Unbroken island coastal lengths range from approxima
2. 7 kilometers for Myrtle Island to approximately 13 kilo·
for Parramore Island.

The total length of Atlantic shore!

·:'-!_'

composed by Virginia's Barrier Islands is approximately a2:
kilometers.
These barrier Islands vary from low sand overwash
and eroding old marshlands to well defined sandy beaches
backed by stable dune ridges and maritime forests.

All of

the islands grade into extensive tidal marshes and upland
islands to the west.
The generally narrow beaches consist of fine to coarse
siliceous and carbonate sands with varying amounts of shell
fragments.

They range from well sorted to not well sorted sands.

Hennessey (1976l descrioes the nigher and older frontal
dunes as excessively drained soils of the Newhan series (fine
sand) ~egetated by herbaceous plants.. interspaced with open are~s

of slight vegetation marked by blowing sand.

Typically· . \

behind the frontal dunes, flatter areas of Corolla.fine·
sands, Corolla fine sand overwashes or complexes of soil.
types are found.

These soils support a wide variety of

herbaceous and woody plants.
This is a high energy shoreline with erosion and
transport altering the island beach configuration
from year to year and season to season.
2.

Cape Henry and South
South of the Chesapeake Bay mouth, Virginia's 43

Atlantic coast is typically a low barrier beach in
halfi bounded by the North Carolina state line to the sou
and Back Bay waters and marshes (a northward continuationGJ.f
.·.\}(

.

of Currituck Soundl to the west.

The northern half of

the'':\:.;~

region is low mainland beach bounded by the Bay mouth at '.::)
Cape Henry.
The beach south of the Bay mouth is wider, more
and has a higher, continuous dune with fewer overwash areas
than the Eastern Shore beaches.

The extensively developed

Virginia Beach area has a serious erosion problem that
requires tons of sand be trucked in to replace sand lost to
erosion.
Soil, sand, and beach types are similar to those of
Barrier Islands described in l. above.

Map 1
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in esophagus of those that stranded on the beaches.
more analyses on these collections to be completed.

SUMMA.RI
We are studying the large population of immature
turtles that migrate to the Chesapeake Bay each summer to

::s:h:::.~o::::::d::th::e:::~rth:u::::s~idl5e;n:~s:9:::s : eh-~~JI!,
documented well over 1,000 sightings, incidental captures ,:~aJd{{{F.
strandings of sea turtles.

-::;}}t~f~~}tN~[/~:· ~

Positive identification has been mictEi/fi,~:r(

· .!tl1t·. ~:~,-_,,:ttr·

for 664 loggerheads, 47 ridleys and eight leatherbacks, mostHt'..,

~,.J~~;

which were stranded dead animals.

:::c::::::::::a::•i::::::~::T::::::::: t:::::M:;:t::o::3il{t!r
have been shown to travel from wintering sites as far away:.c~,1{:}f/
Florida, and to leave the Chesapeake in the autumn (again·

~f\

temperatures reach 20 C), and travel at least as far south as
Cape Hatteras, North Ca+olina.

No evidence has been found of

turtles wintering in Virginia waters.
Loggerheads foraging in the. Bay oriented towards riyif/
/:}.~.•.;·;::-

mouths and frequented the channels and channel edges of

rivers.

t'~~ ·

Their movements generally had a strong tidal compone~~tif:

although they were able to maintain position against all ti}\?;:t,-:·
-

flows.

.

'.·;;~.J~?;{\:.. ·

Foraging ranges of telemetered turtles were typically
27

five to ten kilometers in length and confined by the
river channels.

-~'~?~~·~·,

However, the foraging behavior encompasse:

i\ ~\t

~-1';-::i:.;;~.;:,._,~·~.. .:--

'!'~

continuum from stationary, preferred spots to 30 kilometer loif'iYittrt{}{:
.
I
. ):i{i;i~i~y.r
multitidal cycles. Additionally, a strong tendency to returnftol{if{

ai-~S,~J)

preferred foraging ranges in specific rivers was shown by

~:. :.}i~;1lJ,\{J):t}/

placed turtles within the season.

1tiiifefi~t{

Annual returns to the

river were documented for some turtles but not all.

:;: .ff~fJt,: :·~{~;'.- _/

Loggerheads(/:r

·"i~tjf!f,fc"

foraged in water 4 to 20 meters deep.

......

The ridley telemetered in 1983 maintained a smaller
ing range than the loggerheads.

!t

Ai"'

It usually moved horizon "

only ten to one hundred meters with the tide and stayed in
shallower water, from one to three meters deep.

t

foraging area was limited to the shallow water along
;J.,:c.-

I
r

r

1

r
i
'
(

and to the seagrass beds are frequented by its major prey_i

'.\$~;:

the blue crab.

.

/:lhii/;Jtf.

The foraging behavior of the loggerheads brought 'tbe'.::Ji

.:~ •;' :;:;.;}·!~~;~:~~ .

turtles into contact with staked pound nets along channel edg·,s:~Kff:

~; )(-~1£:~11(~(...

!I

Many net encounters by telemetered turtles revealed that t.i.aey?,.·

f

often swam next to and around nets in all tidal conditid~~,
:,

.. t.:A~f~\\·tt :·

I

without entanglement or capture.

Several turtles in poor;or

emaciated condition were unable to avoid net entanglement, and
drowned.
Incidental capture of turtles alive or dead in pound nets
was dependent in part on the position of the net.

Nets set near

to shore in areas of moderate tidal currents were likely to ca~cb
turtles alive and rarely had dead turtles tangled in the leaders
.. ....'/
-

or bays.

Nets set along channel edges in areas of strong tidal
28

currents and especially deep water nets near large scale,

phi~1)!t

cal features like the York Spit were likely to catch and dr'Jf1J{
turtles.

we believe that nets in areas of strong tidal curren::r~:.:

and especially where currents change rapidly or are flowing 1n· :
.·- ,·-,:~% \~~: r

multiple directions at different depths are more likely to drowf,

;,}H,f:t· ~ ·,}

turtles.
.

-~

{:;"

-:'·' ~;; 1

~

The type of net also figured in incidental mortaliti~.~~
't

Larger mesh nets (12 to 16 inch stretch mesh) were more like!;

f;

_lj.'..

tangle and drown turtles than small mesh (6 to 10 inch stre~•;,tJJj/

Nets with vertical stringers from the top line to about threiJ/
:;:.·..-~\{~l~'ifft·
meters down from the top seemed particularily prone to capt.ute1i

~~:r. ..:·

:, . ''.?-~~

and drown turtles in areas of strong tides.

The diving stu

?l~(

suggested that there was no large group of drowned turtles··
detected under the surface.
Patterns of respiratory behavior investigated by
telemetry were used to generate a factor which
aerial survey densities to account for unseen,
Loggerheads spent an average of 5.3% of their time at the surfac~t
J;;{:{,:
during daylight hours.

That meant we only saw 5.3% of th~

population of turtles, the percentage at the surface during any
·~>

flight.

The survey densities were adjusted to include the 94.71
!:'

turtles below the surface.
We estimated that there were 2,100 loggerheads in the study
area in 1982 and 3,600 in 1983.

We consider these estimate~

conservative and representative of the lower Bay.

However, we

hesitate to extrapolate these estimates to include the rest of
the Chesapeake until more is discovered about the distribution
29

patterns of turtles in the central and northern portions
Bay.

The sixty percent increase in density from 1982 to 1983t

{·

be a true increase, or it may be the result of better
' conditions in 1983.
Migration patterns or pathways have been
determine.

Migration takes place when the rising or

temperatures reach 20

c.

Other cues such as photoperiod

storms coincide with the changing temperature, but the
of each cue has not been determined.
we have established that turtles migrate south of

Cap

·Hatteras each winter, but no information was obtained as to

:_~j
:s·

far south they travelled or whether they hibernated or remaih''
•

active during the cold months.

We

- -.r.

~;.

have more information f~,
' ":'.(-\{1

turtles migrating north to the Bay in the spr·ing: several

.f'.'.'

records from as distant as Florida and the Gulf of Mexico
been recorded.
Nesting of sea turtles on the Virginia coasts during
study period was limited.
Gulf shores of Mexico.

Ridleys, of course, nest only
The occasional loggerhead

oviposited on our shores are probably at the limits of the breed-.
ing range of the species.

The large stock of loggerheads which

frequent the Bay each summer do not originate from
beaches.
Whether the foraging loggerheads which enter the Bay
summer constitute one population, or are comprised of discrete:
populati~ns in a feeding aggreagatio~ has not been determined.·
There is no proven method of aging sea turtles, and this prevents
30

us from determining survivorship curves, recruitment, and
impact of mortalities on the population(s).
determine parent stocks or even migration routes of Bay turtlebas made it impossible to fully assess the impact of events:
the Chesapeake Bay on the numbers of sea turtles worldwide.
We have found that the loggerheads and ridleys entering the
Bay each year are immature.

The size classes of each species

are<' :,:
'

narrowly limited.

;}

Eighty-£ ive percent of the loggerheads we lia~~ >·

seen were between 50 cm and 80 cm. Seventy-five percent of -th!i\
ridleys were between 30 cm and 45 cm.
The sex ratio of loggerheads in the Bay were skewed
females in an approximate l.S·to 1 ratio.

This is

sex ratio of other immature loggerhead populations
southeast United· States.
The documented loggerhead mortalities average 150
per year, and each year the greatest numbers are in
number of mortalities comprises approximately 5 population which we estimate are using the lower Bay each s ·.·-·· ·
-.:,-,".,1

.:.·.\"t'.:

/

We have not identified what portion of the total mortalities);,.~_Jft·

:::w:u:::::sw:e::::::· e::: ;::::1 mortalities are greater

~tilt

The impact of mortalities on the ridley population is

·in~fii\

'~:~J)~~'.·,?;fi~~~i~~ :.

difficult to assess since the numbers using the Bay have not·',.l)ian,
·-...~{~\/tJ{;_if~:~
determined. However, due to the severe decimation of the nestJ)lg"''
'(./:/:{:J-fi~}~~\
population, any mortalities are important and protection ·must;:-;~cr
,: ...;:;tt({~if;i\)
afforded ~idleys wherever they· are found. we have documeii'tea

...::t~!.fJ~(:i
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"·

thirty dead ridleys in the Bay since 1979, and have examined
~·;c:

_;

..;· -.,,: .

•:

~~;

,

seventeen live specimens.
Investigations of mortality causes have been hampered
.:,'·

because the advanced decomposition of most strandings, and;be'.""
,

cause most carcasses we examined revealed no evidence to pinpoin~
the cause of death.

In approximately 701 of the mortalities,{tbe

cause of death could not be determined.

Pound net related causee

accounted for -191 of the mortalities, with all other cadses
~. ~?~ ·~;)) ~..
accounting for the remaining 111. The pound net fisbery'?ia:
··>:~{,if~_:::··.

responsible for a minimum of SO loggerhead deaths each year fin ·•
the figure could be higher if some of the undetermined cat~i
are actually pound net related.
Intitial studies of the tissues of some stranded
revealed elevated quantities of PCB's and hydrocarbon pollu/
similar to those found in Bay sediments and benthic orga~
Ingestion is the likely source of these compounds in sea tur'.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

Our e·stimates of the percent time turtles spend

,,.;;j

surface are based on the behavior of summer foraging resi ;~
Additional research on surfacing behavior must be cond ·
through tracking experiments on migrating turtles alon··
:\t~i}t?.Ii~f,
coast. This data can then be applied to the large aerial SUf~~
.

data base (accrued by the BLM CET·AP

~{{

ptogram and NMFS programs~/·':'· 0
.'·~.· .' J!":-

p r odu ce more accurate regional estimates of turtle

abundance/fiL.

\~;~t~~\1%
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.-

f,

i·

2.

r

on only a small sample size because of the difficult diving

I

conditions in the Chesapeake Bay.

r

pound nets should be conducted in June to achieve more accurate

t

L
r

t
t

l
i

Our estimates of subsurface pound net mortality are based

Additional SCUBA surveys of

estimates of subsurface turtle mortality.

[
t
f

t

3.

Additional comparisons should be made of mortality rates· iq

rr
[

pound nets with an upper portion of the leader composed ·of

t.

sixteen inch mesh.

stringers versus nets with leaders entirely composed of twelve:o~,
.

4.

Studies should be continued on the relative

.

;,

·
~
~~~f
t
~
r
;
bealtb'hof~~

;.(:':t%1rr: ··
t·urtles entering Chesapeake Bay in the spring and the potentttath

~tlff"

.·.':!-,'

vulnerability of "sick" turtles to pound net capture.
5.

tt(.

Preliminary data suggest that pound nets with stringer-~yp(:(\ :.....-

leaders and located in deep Water where strong cur rents occur}ffi](I,i<

be the principal source of pound net turtle mortalities in eat"JY'.' :
• ,;_"},;:,'.,: ..;.:._;_c

June.

Time of year, area, net configuration and the turt1~J'~\" ··

physical condition all contribute as important variables in sea
turtle mortality in pound nets.

We plan to continue and expa~fl< ·
.:_.:)/-;jg).

our consultation with cooperating commercial pound net f isher_lllei\'·;·
/:t:!ti.li~Jtti(
to arrive at a series of recommendations to phase out cer~:!l!Ji:·

./;fJ), :{) ; ..

mesh types in the lower Bay to reduce sea turtle mortality.

6.

Aer~al surveys in the Chesapeake_ Bay should be

. monitor density fluctuations and refine the
33

/"" ,"

population size.

Additional surveys of the central

portions of the Bay are necessary to estimate the numbe
turtles utilizing the entire estuary.

7.

The numbers and causes of mortalities should be mon

as we have done in the past with the help of the existing str
ing network.

Carcass salvage should be maintained fori

information that can be provided (bones for aging stud
stomach contents, possible cause of death, tissue samples,

8.

Environmental impact statements, dredge and
-'.tz;.

and other legal d~cuments should be studied with care
possible impacts on sea turtles or their habitats will
the Bay.
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Table 1
TELEMETERED TURTLES 1981-1983

I::".

L
,,

t

rt

[

:c

_IY~LB

S~BtIBS

f.Mi

BQS

WT
(kg)

LAST

CLS

,~ml

BEil.sEASB

DAYs.·:,{

CO~ACf

!UCiBJf.~
;.:'.) :.<'.//"
l

'f

M'l'-10-81L

Lk

K2128,K2129

9.1

41.0

11VI81

11VI81

rr

tr.r-16-SlL

Cc

Gl013,Gl015

36.0

62.3

17VII81

8IX81

M'l'-22-SlL

Cc

K778,Gl017

43.0

66.0

9IX81

11X81

,r.r-64-82L

Cc

K2701,K2702

33.0

60.7

12VII82

12VII82

MT-62-82L

Cc

Gl018,Gl019

56.0

75.4

15VII82

21VII82

M'l'-63-82L

Cc

K2703,K2704

25.0

57.0

27VII82

30VII82

M'I'-61-82L

Cc

K2705,K2706

25.0

ss.o

2VIII82

2VIII82

MT-65-82L

Cc

K2707,K2708

28.0

59.5

4VIII82

24VIII82

M'l'-156-82L

Cc

K2176,K2177

40.5

62.0

16XI82

21X82

M'l'-163-82L

Cc

K778,Gl017

69.0

7X82

11XI82

M'l'-161-82L

Cc

K2185,K2186

o.o
o.o

75.0

19X82

11XI82

MT-42-83L

Lk

K3028,K3030

15.7

51.2

7VII83

24VIII83

M'l'-78-83L

Cc

K2751,K2752

37.0

64.5

29VII83

12X83

M'l'-80-83L

Cc

K3043,K3044

61.5

75.0

5VIII83

23IX83

M'l'-88-83L

Cc·

K3047,K3048

68.0

77.2

6IX83

18IX83

13

M'l'-91-83L

Cc

K3098,K2008

25.0

55.4

9X83

22X83

14

M'l'-105-83L

Cc

K3076,IC3077

-so

79.3

18X83

18X83

1

M'l'-168-83L

Cc

K2715,K2779

47.0

71.8

7XI83

7XI83

1

r·
t

[
'1:

-·

54
,

r'

*

**
***

Tracked previously for 33 days in 1981 {M'l'-22-SlL)
Also tracked for 36 days in 1982 {M'l'-156-82L)
Lost contact for 32 days
35

48
75~*
50/18***

Table 2
TURTLE SURFACE/DIVE TIMES FOR 1982
DAYLIGHT BOORS ONLY

&

1983

CLS
Ccm)

WEIGHT

75.4

56.0

26.3

3.81

38

•M'l'-63-82L

57.0

25.0

8.9

11.21

49

W,r-61-82L

55.0

24 .. 0

19.2

5.21

'10

TURTLE
-MT-62-82L

(kg)

SOBS ORFACE/

SURFACE RATIO I SURFACE I QBSERYA,TION,S

. ·-'·.

·,

M'l'-65-82L

59.S

28.0

12 .. 0

8.31

103:'\.;:,

w.r-156-82L

62.0

40.5

23.2

4.31

118'.;J(.;:_

M'l'-163-82L

69.0

21.6

4.61

*M'l'-42-83L

51.2

15.7

5.3

18.91

M'l'-80-83L

75.0

61.5

17.2

s.a,

M'.l'-88-83L

77.2

68.0

18.7

5 .. 31

MT-91-83L

55.4

25.0

19.7

5.11

* Dropped from analysis
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Tabla 3
TAGGBJ> TUll1'LI UCAPTUUS
1979 • 1983

.

1.,.1
....,

1111' NUMBER
SPBCIBS . TAG IUIHBERS

CLS

(ca)

TAGGED/REl.EASED
DA.TE/LOCATIOIII

RECAP'IVU
DATE/1.0ClTlml
1Vll80/Chiahola Creek,
York Co., VA

MULTIPLE BECAPTUJIES

COHDITIOI

Lk

G2l23

16.0

•9V79/HoaaaUR 1 FL

Cc

1.490

64.0

28V180/Poto-c liver

Cc

11728

20Vlll80/Potoaac 1:1.ver

30180/Lynnbeveo, VA

live

Cc

~74

12Vl180/Cberry Point,

20VII180/Potoaac liver

Cc

K439

69.0

~OVl80/Potoaac BJ.ver

Cc

K.467

.u.o

4V180/Cberry Point,

69.9

24VI80/Potoaac liver

/Potouc BJ.var

DATE/LOCATIOJI

COHHBll'IS

budaUrt turtle

live
XSO/Pocoaac River

live

live

X80/Potoaac lliver

live

live

180/Potomac River

live

12VII180/Potoaac River

live

X80/Potoaac BJ.var

).ive

10Vl81/Cherry Point,

dud

SVl81/York B.iver

live

live

Hatbeva Co., VA

Cc

K.487

Cc

IINPS 1153310

Cc

1111'-46-BOL
01010,01012

Cc

/Potou,:. River

Hatbeva Co. 1 VA
Hatbeva Co • , VA

1811I80/Port Canaveral,
FL

10V181/

live

30VII80/lork River

8VII180/ludea Inlet,
VA Beach, VA

live

lt727

7VIII80/Potomac liver

27Vl82/Havao Beach,
Hathev& Co., VA

dead

Lk

AAD109;AAD110

41181/FL

2SVII181/LyDDbeven, VA

daad

Cc

IU9S

24V181/York lllver

1SV1l8l/York River

live

Lk

NT-17-BlL
l214l;K2142

40.8

28VI181/York liver

29IV82/Bogue Bank&, ~C

live

releeaed minua tage

Cc

IC.2003

66.0

141181/Cherry Point
Mathew• Co, 1 VA

7VI82/M1lford Haven,
Hatheva Co. 1 VA

live

release~ ainua tag•

Cc

K804

l2Vl81/1,ynnhaven, VA

19V82/Nevriver Inlet,
sn..d •• Perry. NC

live

71,1
(CLC)

m-so-a2

'fable 3 (coot.)
UGCID TUI.TLB UCAPTUUS

1979 - 1983
SHCllS
Cc

Hr IIIUKIBII.
'rAG IIIUlilUS

CLS
(ca)

MT-22-BlL
1'778;Gl017

66.0

'tAGGBD/ULIASBD

DCAP1Uil

DAD/LOCATIOII

DAD/LOCA?lOtl

91X8l/York 11.ivar

251182/HaraptOD loade
Middle Grounda

COIID1TIOII

NULflPLB UCAPTUUS
DA'B/LOCA?IOII

live

29VI83/iuckroa leach

dud - H'l'-79-83; Radiotacked :ID 'Bl 1, • 82
(K1'-l63-82L)

1:1.va

25V83/Buckroa Buch,

dud - m-12-83

llaaptoD, VA
Cc

w

m-16-&lL
Gl013;Gl01S

~·

• .US734;AAB735

Cc

US Hat. a.a.
0577

Cc

IU094

Cc

lt2187

62.3

l1VII8l/York River

lOJll/3 mlaa

cape

••t of

COHKDD

Bear,, VA

Hampton, VA

14VII82/Cbarr, Po:IDt,
Natbava Co., VA

Uva

reluacad 111:1D1111 tap;
HT•l68-82Sr

6V1I82/Lynnhavca Inlet
VA Hach, VA

dud

Kr-167-82SF

V82/Buckroa
Bapton, VA

31V82/York 11.iver

dud

m-10-&2

201X82/Potaaac IU.var

1VI183/Potouc tivar

Uva

31182/Caaavaral Cb.uuual,
lL

(lO'

__../

Cc

m-1S6-82L
IW.76;1'2171

62.0

161182/York 11.ivar

22VI83/York lllvar

live

Cc

Dff-64-BJL
lt2767;l2768

63.0

26VI183/York livar

9VII183/York liver

dud

Cc

1'2153

21V83/Buckroo
Buptoo, VA

lateVI83/Potouc liver

Uva

Cc

lt2790

VI83/Buckroe
H•ptoo, VA

5VII83/Capa Hanry, VA

Uva

Cc

GA3174;GA3119

31VI183/Sand Shoala

Uva

Slllitb lallllld
Chaaapuka, .VA

HT-78-83L; rcatagacl
1'275l;E27S2

Table 4
LOGGERHEAD MORPHOMETRIC MEANS
ALL VIMS EXAMINED LIVE & DEAD
1979-19S3
(CM)

RANGE

STANDARD

MEASUREMENT
Straight Catapace Length

MEAN
67.0

43.2-108.2

ERROR
0.72

N
255

straight Carapace Width

55.4

36.8-81.0

0.52

241

curved carapace ~ength

71.4

37.0-118.0

0.79

215

curved Cara~ace Width

67.2

35.2-100.1

0.72

208

Head Length

15.4

10.0-25.9

0.17

177

Bead Width

13.1

7.5-23.4

0.15

234

Plastron Length

so.s

30.6-78.0

0.62

176

Plastron Width

34.9

23.1-58.4

o.so

124

~.
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Table 5
VIMS OR STRANDING NETWORK EXAMINED TURTLES

VIMS EXAMINED
1983

28 Cc
9 Lk
0 De
37

+
+
+
+
+

89
5
2
g
96

15 Cc
4 Lk
0 De
0 DD
19

+
+
+
+
+

63
0
2
g
65

4 Cc
3 Lk
0 De

.+

O Un

1982

De

IlD
Cc
Lk
De

Un

42 Cc
0 Lk
0 De

.Lun

:II

47

=

+
+
+

SO Cc
2 Lk
0 De

•

ID

=
=

=

==

+

17 Un

•
•

+

69

47 Cc
3 Lk
0 De
6 Qn
56

=

7

+
+
+
+
+

7 Cc
1 Lk
0 De

+
+
+

64 Cc
5 Lk
2 De
71

125 Cc
4 Lk
1 De
6 J1D
136

•

+

+
+
+
+
+

2 Cc
0 Lk
0 De
. .L.Un
2

+
+
+
+

62
6
1
g
69

73

+

321

1980

.Q...J1n

8

0 Uo

+

+

Cc
Lk
De
J.In

caretta caretta
• Dermochelys coriacea

Cc =

Lk = Ltgid2cb~lY6 k1m9i
De

+
+
+
+
+

16 Cc
4 Lk
0 De
g llD
20

.LUn

TOTALS

Cc
Lk

+
+
+
+

1981

1979

STRANDING

Un • Unknown

40

+
+
+
+
+

60
1
0
9
70

+

378

•
•

Ill
Ill

=

=
=
=

Cc
Lk
De

=
=

Un

=

a:

Table 6
!

~ ·:
'~ '

'i

CAUSE OF DEATH
VIMS EXAMINED TURTLES

..

Undetermined

197

69.11

Net Related

53

18.61

1

0.41

21

7.41

9

3.21

Other Fishing Gear

..J

1,41

TOTAL

285

100.11

Shark Related
Prop Damage
Idiot-Induced
(intentional)

41
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FOR SURFACE TIME.DETERMINATION
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INTRODUCTION
In May of 1980, we initiated a project
nesting use of Virginia's Atlantic coastal beaches by the
loggerhead sea turtle, Capetta caPetta.
The loggerhead is considered an endangered species
the Commonwealth of Virginia and the species is on the
federal threatened list.
Funds for the study were provided by a fellowship
stipend from the City of Danville, Virginia through the
Environmental Protection Agency.
The loggerhead is the most common nesting marine
in thc::i United States and the southeast coast is one of only\
four major loggerhead nesting areas remaining in the
(L.M. Ehrhart, personal communication).

The species

enter Virginia's nearshore waters and the Chesapeake Bay
~··::

during warm weather.

The Chesapeake Bay and adjacent marine_

waters serve as a major summer feeding area for subadult
loggerheads (.M. Lutcavage, unpublished Master's Thesis,
VIMS, 19811.

Carr (1952, p. 390} described the

u.s. breeding range

of CaPetta as the southern coast and "formerly from Virginia
to Plorida and the Gulf states" and Ernst

&

Barbour (1972,

p. 233} state that although it formerly nested in Virginia,
today's breeding range "probably is restricted to points
south of _Cape Lookout, North Carolina. 19 However, on several

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The survey of the suitable Virginia nesting
made weekly by aircraft flying at 45 to 90 meters in altitude
except in areas of human activity where a 150 meter minimum
distance was maintained.

Air speed was kept as low as

conditions and safety permitted--generally around 75 knots.
1;

One observer and the pilot were the minimum crew with added·
observers when possible to aid in overwater and coastal
nearshore sightings of waterborn turtles.
The VIMS aircraft, a single-engined, high-winged
de Haviland Beaver was used for most of the flights.

The

plane is designed as a military observer craft and is
suited for low-level aerial surveys.

Due to budgetary

availability problems, various Cessna 150 and 170 class
were rented for some of the earlier flights.
The methodology followed guide lines established in
planning meetings held by the National Marine Fisheries
Service (NMFS), the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (F"rlS) and.,,
the sea turtle recovery team.

The purpose of the meetings

.was to discuss and plan aerial survey methodology, techniques
and detaiis for the 1980 nesting season in the Southeastern
U.S. Methods outlined in a NMFS, SE Fisheries Center, February
5, 1980 memo by Fred Berry and Nancy Thompson were adopted
and used by sea turtle researchers in the SE Region.

The

basic methods outlined in the above memo were utilized in
the present study.

.:.:·'..

The Virginia coast from Chincoteague Island to False Cape
was examined at weekly intervals from 15 May 1980 to 19
August 1980 for a total of fifteen flights.

-

,-;-_ -)
:, .•• , f.'

·-:t
--

RESULTS
1.

Sea Turtle Observations
No turtle tracks that resulted in a nest were observed

during the weekly flights.

One non-nesting track was noted

on south Parramore Island, the 24th of May, flight Number 2.
This was a small (approximately SO cm wide), wandering track.
One documented loggerhead nesting occurred which was·
witnessed by the public on a heavily used portion of Sandbridge·
The tracks were

Beach on the night of the 25th of July.

immediately obliterated by curious onlookers.

· .,

·,.: ·

·.i(/if~\tiD:

us FWS employees:/\0A/l;
:-:"'?'.-:.,\t~::::~s~~-·?\ ·
.. a ·,.

.

. .-:;. ~:.::· ._..;~·:':':~!:2;·';\{.-;:_

from Back Bay NWR carefully exhumed the nest wit.."iin 12 hours;}<}trir,,,,r>
of deposition and reburied the 104 eggs· in two nearly equa1\./:_jf2:;
:: /}/t.({{l\\}(i::

~"'.:::i::: :::~a::::.byT::d:l::~ :::~:~: ::e:r~r~ ~:j~i
protectiye wire enclosures already in hand.
out on 29 Septell,lber and 1 October, 1980 for an extremely
hatch of 86.51.
Live, waterborn sea turtles were seen on seven of the
survey flights and are listed in Table 1.

Many live specimens·

were probably missed as a result of closely monitoring the
beach and not the adjacent waters.

The stranded, dead turtles

observed on the beaches are recorded in Table II.
2.

Ancillary Observations
On 9 June ·a saddleback_dolphin, Delphinus delphis, was
-~

observed dead on the Hog Island beach.

The specimen was washe~

'

,,

----~----------~---

off the beach by the tide before positive
be made.

On 7 July, an adult dwarf sperm whale Kogia

.

was observed and examined on a sandbar in Chincoteague
Identification was later confirmed by the Smithsonian

Table I
Live Waterborn Loggerheads - 1980

Location

Date
9

June

17 June

l July
7 July

Bay Bridge Tunnel
Bay - Wolftrap I,ight
Bay - New Point Comfort
Kitty !iawk Pier, N.C.
Dam Neck area
Rudee Inlet (offshore)
Currituck co., N.c.
Bay - 3km SE of Grandview
Bay - SW of Fisherman's Island
1.6km E of Trestle "B" CBBT
Corrolla Lighthouse, N.C. 300m offshore

N..

"

15 July

l Aug.
Aug.
19. Aug.
5

Comments

"

" "

" "

"

N.C. State Line, 300m offshore
3km N of Cape Henry and 1.5km
E of Thimble Shoals Channel
Just t·l of Trestle "B" CBBT
Bay - 10km NW Tunnel CBBT
Bay - <lkm E of Grandview
0.5km s of Fisherman's Island
Currituck co., N.C., >l.Skm offshore
Day -

3km NW of '.'.'unnel CBBT

Wachapreague Inlet

tCBBT • Chesapeake nay Bridge Tunnel}

2, heading into Bay
1, heading north··
1 < 25 cm, heading NNE
1 heading north
3 heading north

l, heading north

· 1, heading north
1, heading UpBay

2, 40-SOcm, heading UpBay
1, direction not noted
1 large, heading north
1 60-75cm, heading offshore
1 large, not active
1, heading towards Bay
1 ~ 75cm, heading north
1 ~ 60cm, heading east
l ~ 45cm, heading UpBay
l large, heading south
4, direction not noted
1, direction not noted
1, heading east

Table II
Stranded Dead Loggerheads - 1980

Date

24 May
30 May

9 June

12 June
17 June

· 24 June
7 July

Location
Fisherman's Island
Cobb Island
N. Hog Island
CurritucJ.. Co., N.C.
Back Bay NWR
Cape Henry
Fisherman's Island
Ship Shoal Island
Hog Island
Parramore Island
Currituck Co., N.C.
N. Hog Island
False Cape
~.c. border
Rudee Inlet
Currituck Co., N.C.
Chincoteague Inlet
Wallops Island ·

Conunents*
l
l
1
2
l
l
2
1
l
l
1
l
l
1
2

bloated
large Loggerhead
small Loggerhead
Loggerheads, near Lighthouse
Loggerhead
at Lighthouse
old, belly-up
old loggerhead
buried by sand
Loggerhead
large, belly-up
Loggerheads

l

l Loggerhead, rear crushed, 1.2 m, on sandbar
l Loggerhead~ l m

*Positive identifications are noted as "Loggerheads•.

DISCUSSION

Sea turtles exhibit an ecological strategy seen in many

,-.

migratory-animals~-that of returning to a favorable area to
reproduce.

Carr (1967aj and most sea turtle researchers

suspect that reproductive females return ·to the beach where
they were hatched (natal beach) in order to lay eggs.

Philopa~~y

{in this case the seasonal return to the same beach) in sea
turtles is known in green turtles (Carr and Carr 1972, Carr
1975, Carr, Carr and Meylan 1978), ridleys (M!rquez, et al;
1976, Zwinenberg 1977), leatherbacks (Pritchard 1976) and
loggerheads (Hughes 1974, Ehrhart 1980).
Fitch and Fitch (1967) contend t..'le egg stage in
reptiles is the least tolerant to variations in environmental
conditions.

Therefore, the location of loggerhead nesting

beaches is seemingly dictated by proper environmental
for adequate nesting and t..1le subsequent successful incubation:
and hatch of the eggs.

However, the hatchlings also must

survive to maturity and reproduce viable offspring in order
to perpetuate the species.

The homing instinct serves as a

~echanism to return the turtles to a beach that already has
proved to be a successful incubation and hatching environment.
This behavior has evolved in part because sea turtles have
parental care investments in their offspring limited only to
a temporal and spatial selection of nesting areas.
Environmental conditions on many of Virginia's beaches
should be suitable for the successful nesting and hatching of
loggerhead turtles:

·'· .

1.

The isolation and lack of human activity of the

majority of Virginia's coastline would be beneficial for
tenance of a chelonery (sea turtle "rookery"1 after Hirth
1980).

Loggerheads pause often and look around when crawlin,~L'"'
. :L,\}:1if\'

from the surf to elevated sections of the beach to lay their\'.}
eggs.

During this time lights, sudden blocking of the

or starlight and close-by movement can cause the turtle to
return to the sea without nesting.
Lights in developed areas not only disturb the adult
females but also affect the sea finding sense of hatchlingsl
In their crucial first hours of freedom, the principal
mechanism of orientation is based on a positive phototaxis
which will lead them toward the sea with its lighter horizo,
(Mrosovsky 1978}.

A case was described by Philibosian (197;
:\

where hatchling hawksbill turtles wandered onto a brightly;t,
lit baseball field attracted by the flood lights.
c19191 reported the charred bodies of soo hatchlings in an

:;l~~r5~i~fri:C

unattended bonfire on Ascension Island and another 100 that' 2:'")1:i??{? /
were crushed when attracted to a brightly lit hut where a
dance was in progress.

,"4:·f.:r?>' ·

Hatchlings lured from a direct run to

ti.~e sea by house or street lights could suffer higher mortality
due to predation and desiccation, thereby reducing the
viability of the colony.
2.

The beach types of the Eastern Shore and the Back

Bay NWR area are quite similar to types found in the major
loggerhead cheloneries in Florida, ~orgia and South Carolina

-1s
.;

(see description of study area).

·I

•

~

Caldwell (1959) stated that

aerial reconnaissance of beaches from the Atlantic Coast of
Florida to North Carolina indicated that nesting turtles
preferred beaches backed by high dunes or vegetation.

He

also found that loggerheads nesting in Cape Romain, South
Carolina preferred 25 to 40 foot wide, sloping beach with a
continuous outer dune.

The shoreline of Virginia south of

Sand.bridge nearly always match these criteria and most of the
large Barrier Islands have major sections fitting these criteria.
Sandy beaches are necessary for the excavation of the
nest cavity.

Stancyk and Ross in 1978 reported results of

an attempt to correlate the amount of nesting activity of
green turtles to sand characteristics on various beaches at
Ascension Island.

They felt they had encompassed the complete

range of beach types and found the only significant reduction
in nesting occurred in areas of human disturbance.

Since the

sand types from Virginia to Florida are much the same,
differing mainly in organic content in certain areas, we feel
this parameter is not detrimental to nesting in Virginia.

The

evidence of successful nesting presented in Number 4 below
supports this conclusion.
3.

Temperature is probably the most important factor

limiting the ranges of reptiles.

Therm.al tolerance has been

correlated with geographic distribution of many reptiles (e.g.
Fitch 1964, Fitch and Fitch 1967, Bustard 1969, Vinegar 1973).
Licht and Moberly (1965) proposed that effects on embryonic

,..i.-----~-~--·-·-- -~~------

development by temperature ranges other than
factors influencing the distribution of lizards.
reptiles need to insure their eggs are in areas with temper~k:;;

'>'~t'~

The enzymij11JN@J
controlling metabolism and development will function best at/;J.

most conductive for metabolism during incubation.

-· -·-:"'.:_,._'_._: .': ~ . =----

. ,:;.,-,~'.

optimum temperatures which are externally defined for'i~f~,.,~J'f/"
ectotherms.
Temperatures for suitable Virginia beaches have not

been''\\'

sampled at the depth of sand that a natural nest would be .
found.

'.'})irt:r

Temperatures have been monitored in natural and

artificially incubated loggerhead nests in Florida (McGehee,
unpublished Master's Thesis, Univ. of Central Fla., 1979).
The average sand temperature at nest depth on the beach one
meter lateral to a nest was 27.8°C with a range from 27° to
29°C.

An optimal temperatur~ of 27°C was found for eggs

incubated artificially at 20°, 24°, 27°, 30°, 32°, 35° and 38°C.
Although we have no temperatures to compare directly, our contention is that the temperatures on Virginia's beaches are
sufficient to hatch loggerhead nests as evidenced by the
successful nest described in Number 4 below.
4.

.

Primary evidence that Virginia's shores can adequately

produce healthy hatchlings is shown by the one nest that was
encountered this summer, transplanted to Back Bay NWR and success-

fully incubated and hatched under nearly natural conditions.
Hatchling appearance occurred after 66 and 68 days of incubatio~.

17

Of the 104 eggs laid and then transplanted, 90 hatchlings were
produced yielding a hatching success of 86.5%.
Calowell {1959) tells of lengths of incubation for
loggerhead eggs in natural nests at Cape Romain,
49 to 62 days.

s.c. from

Blanck and Sawyer {1981) state the mean

incubation time for transplanted loggerhead nests at Ossabaw
Island, GA. is 60

~

10.2 days.

The incubation time of 66-68

days for the Back Bay nest is near the natural time and within
the range of observations of transplanted nests.

The good'

hatching percentage achieved in this nest shows us that
turtle eggs can get the balance of environmental conditions
necessary for success on a Virginia beach.
In lieu of the evidence iri favor of loggerhead nesting
in Virginia, why isn't there an established chelonery here?
Possibilities are the production of male-only clutches under
minimum acceptable incubation temperatures, the lack of
suitable refugia for the hatchling turtles when they leave
the beaches, and the race against falling autumn temperatures
during the first few months of life of the hatchlings.
Incubation temperature is known to affect the sex ratio
of fresh water turtles (Pieau 1971, Yntema 1979) and CaPetta

ca:zaetta C!ntema and Mrosovsky 1979}.

The last authors found

that eggs incubated 26° and 28°C produced all males, 30°C
temperatures yielded an approximate SO-SO sex ratio and 32°
and 34 9 C incubation gave all females.

These findings resulted

from laJ:?oratory incubation at controlled and even temperatures.

Temperatures under field conditions are neither
nor even, fluctuating slightly with diurnal period (alth9~9ij:;Jf:;
remarkably constant) and even more with climatic changes ove~')
the incubation period.

The effects on sex ratio by fluctua.ti~~

temperatures in natural nests or possible synergistic effects.Ji};{;
of temperature and other environmental parameters during
incubation have not yet been elucidated.

Nonetheless, cooler

temperatures here at.the northern end of the breeding range
could be producing clutches of predominately male hatchlings
and few or no females to return at maturity and lay their
on these shores.
When sea turtle hatchlings leave the nest and
sea, they must run !3- gamut of predators including ghost <:rabii5;"tf{{
- ,' '·.',i:..~
,~

.

'.

sea· gulls, pelagic birds, sharks, and many predatory fishes.~Jt".
For· neonate loggerheads, the first year is spent at or near··,:-t::;fh'(;
the surface.

. JiJt

They have virtually no buoyancy control the first:

:::m~:9:~~ t:ep::te~ ~:eab~::Yw:n::~::o::::::iifg~~l~~,{
but at two to four months they had only limited control of
buoyancy and full control did not develop until around eleven
months of age.

Presumably, the early diving ability is adapti1(8

for both aerial predator avoidance and feeding while the neonates
are "confined" to the surface.
Hatchlings have shown what has become known as •swimmingfrenzy• (Carr 1967a); once they enter the water, hatchlings swi.continuously for at least 24 hours (Frick 1976).

Carr (1967b)

says it is not known when some other navigation process
replace the tendency to swim away from the beach.

He also . . ,,,.-''"""'"·'"',.

notes that food and shelter will only be found in Sargassum
rafts or debris during this pelagic phase.

The Sargassum

community is diverse and rich (Weis 1968, Fine 1970) in food
items available to neonate sea turtles.

Hatchling sea

~ave been reported in association with Sargassum rafts by
Carr 1967a, Smith 1968, Caldwell 1969, and Witham 1974.
(1976) followed green turtle hatchlings from the beach and'
found that they tended to move directly from shore keeping
on a straight course even when out of sight of land.

Two

the samples she tracked encountered Sargassum and stopped

rest or explore.

She suggested "the fundamental adaptive

reason for the juvenile travel-drive may be, as has been

::g:::ds~::a:::'r::: ::: :: :e:::u::n:: ::e:~;e::celiJ
0

tr

Loggerhead hatchlings were tracked by Fletemeyer ( 19 78) and
found to stop in floating Sa.Pgassum.

;·~ {\:}i~if~.;.:,}:

Four day old loggerheads"·~?\i'!i?i'.:

he released near a weedline swam directly to the rafts and dtd°};}\:if!~tr
~- --?1.r ~

not leave t.~em during two hours of observation.

Carr and

Meylan (1980) found three green turtle hatchlings in only
ten minutes of observation in well consolidated Sargassum

rafts in a shear line 40 km off the coast of Panama.

Carr

states •the more or less consolidated alignment of rafts along
inshore shears increased the probability that a hatchling will
.find refuge in the weea.•

A problem for sea turtle hatchlings leaving
beaches is that there are no well developed rafts of Saz.g~s
... ,.;,

nearshore and the:consolidation of such rafts
shears is nonexistent.

Other than occasional

and spotty, widely dispersed small clumps in the summer,
Sarga~sum is not found off the coast of Virginia except

and in the Gulf Stream.

~lthough the shortest route to

Gulf Stream from Virginia is southwesterly and
160 km from the southern border, the average position of the{
-':':•,'

inner margin of the Stream is approximately 220
of southern Virginia and 370 km due east in the
et al. 1967}.

A hatchling would have a great distance of

open ocean to cover before reaching suitable shelter and
longer he is thus exposed, the more likely he would fall
a predator.
Water temperatures just'off Virginia fall from summer
highs of 26ec or 27°C in August to below 20°C by mid-October,\:
15°C by November and below 10°C in winter.

Declining air

temperatures are much colder than water temperatures during
fall.

S:atchlings. that did encounter suitable Sargasaum

drifting in the mid-Atlantic Bight would find shelter from
predators but would be trapped by falling temperatures.
Exposed portions of floating sa,.-ga.saU1'4- die in air
below 18°C, causing the plant mass to rotate with the heavier
dead portions assuming deeper positions in
exposing living portions to the air (Parr, 1939).

The C'LCle

continues until sufficient quantities
succumbed to overcome the buoyancy of the
,).).

and the mass then sinks.

This then would leave hatch ling\,

sea turtles associated with the Sazogassum refuge less and

i

posed to predators and water temperatures rapidly droppin;
to levels that will immobilize the turtles and eventually:'.tr
kill them (Schwartz, 1978).

r'--- -

----

CONCLUSIONS

Loggerhead sea turtles are a regular and common componel\t.:.:;tl~
·t'·~··_.,

of Virginia's migratory fauna.

Although conditions exist that: ·

can support successful nesting on the coast, the surveys have
shown there is no major nesting activity on our beaches.

Occa... -

sional nesting occurs but we are beyond the periphery of the
normal breeding range.

We conclude that this may be due to

a combination of less than optimal temperatures during and
r

after incubation and the lack of suitable refugia for neonatal \
hatchling protection.

.

SUMMARY

Loggerheads are common in Virginia's waters in
and occasional nests have been reported.

.':".~,j}ffj
Aerial examinatf

of suitable nesting beaches from May to August, 1981
no nests made by sea turtles.

rewiil-,

Although loggerheads nest'·tr.~tJ
'.,·:

further north than any other sea turtle species,
apparently is.beyond the normal breeding range.
Evidence favorable for successful nesting in Virgini~,
1.

The isolation and lack of human activity
majority of the State's coastline;

2.

Beach profiles and sand types similar to those
found on beaches of the major cheloneries in
southeastern U.S.;

3.

Temperatures favorable for successful
and hatching;

4.

Evidence of a very successful nest at the Back
Bay NWR which produced 90 hatchlings from 104
buried.

Probable reasons that.a chelonery has not become
here are:
1.

Possiole production of predominantly male
by less than optimal incubation temperatures;

2.

The lack of suitable

turtles in Virginia's nearshore and offshore

~

3.

Temperatures in the fall and early winter
kill any Sa~gassum and hatchlings occuring
Atlantic Bight.

Virginia does not have a nesting population and
loggerheads nesting here should be considered
to the breeding range.
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Bulletin Maryland Herpetological

Records of Sea Turtle Nesting Activities
for the Virginia Atlantic Coast
I.

Cape Henry and South

20 June 1970 - A nest of 132 loggerhead eggs was found at the

south ramp of Back Bay NWR. The female turtle was
estimated to weigh 400 pounds.
30 June 1970 - A nest of 87 loggerhead eggs was found at
Sandbridge and transferred to Back Bay NWR. No hatching
occurred.
June 1971,- Two loggerheads came ashore at Back Bay NWR but
returned without nesting.
10 July 1971 - A loggerhead estimated at 250 pounds came
ashore to nest but was scared off by vehicle headlightsoefore completing the egg chamber.
26 July 1971 - A loggerhead was seen nesting at Virginia
Beach. A clutch of 119 was transferred to Back Bay
NWR. When no signs of hatching were seen, the nest
was exhumed and all the eggs had been stolen.
15 August 1971 - A sea turtle estimated at 400 pounds
came ashore, crawled to the dune line but was scared
by a bystander with a flashlight and returned without
nesting.
24 August 1972 - One loggerhead nest was examined south of
Back Bay NWR (J. A. Musick, unpublished data).
11 August 1973 - A dead loggerhead hatchling was found at
Sand.bridge by a VIMS scientist ·(VIMS museum I RK0-37).
ca. 1 July 1979 - Turtle tracks were encountered at Ba~ Bay
NWR that did not result in a nest.
21 July 1979 ·- A nest of 131 loggerhead eggs l mile·north of
the southern Back Bay NWR boundary was exhumed and
transferred to a protected location by FWS.
2 August 1979 - A nest of 147 loggerhead eggs was encountered
near the southern Back Bay NWR boundary, exhumed and
transferred to a protected location.
Late Summer, 1979 - A track was discovered in Sa.ndbridge that
'did not result in a nest. Exact location and date. not
recorded.

A2
25 July 1980 - A nest of 104 loggerhead eggs was exhumed and

transferred from Sand.bridge to Sack Bay NWR.
II.

Eastern Shore

Early 1920-'s - Recollections made by Granville Hogg, a Smith
Island resident,of turtles as large as three feet in
length that crawled out of the ocean in the summer to
lay eggs on the beach. He also saw hatchlings crawl
to the sea.

s. tip Assateague I. 115 eggs moved all developed but died before pipping the eggs.

21 July 1974 - Nest at

8 May 1975 - Tracks were encountered by a Botanist and two

u.s.s.c.s.

soil scientists. The tracks went inland from
Nesting unknown.

the beach surf line.

21 June 1975 - Nest on north beach Assateague I. Left in
place. Tides flooded the nest and all the eggs rotted.

21 July 1~75 - Nest on north beach Assateague I. Checked 10-8,
dug up 11-5. Only 8 living, 4 badly deformed.
24 July 1975 - 3 crawls reported on Wallops I. nesting not

known.
22 April 1976 - Virginia Marine Resources Commission pilot

Jeff Walk.er noticed turtle tracks from the air on the
Ba~rier Islands. Tracks weren't confirmed by foot.

s. tip Assateague I moyed to hatchery.
Cool rains in August. Moved 110 inside (34 bad).
Hatched 83 under 150 w bulb.

29 July 1~77 - Nest@

18 June 1979 ... A loggerhead nest was discovered on north

Parramore near Coast Guard Station. It is thought to
have been dug up by predators later.
June 1979.- Palse crawl@ MD-VA line.
- ~uly 1979 - Nest at Wallops I. High tides inundated.
2 days later 129. eggs - no hatch.

Moved

Introduction
The loggerhead (Carett1

caratta) and tbe leatberback

CDermochelya coriacia) turtles are regular summer visitors to
Virginia waters.

The loggerhead is commonly found foraging in

the Chesapeake Bay and Virginia coastal waters during summer
months (Lutcavage,1981).

The leatherback turtle feeds near the

Bay mouth and is seen in Virginia coastal waters during'tbe
summer.

Migration patterns for leatberbacks along the Mid-

Atlantic coasts are not known.
Polychlorinated hydrocarbons, polycblorinated bipbenyls
(PCBs), and polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PABs) have been
reported from sea turtles (Thompson

,ilJ;.

A.l,.,19741 McKim and

Jobnson,19831 and Ball~ ll.1.,1983).

Thompson .e.t Al. (1974)

reported PCBs and p,p• DDE from South Atlantic green (Chelonia

mydas) turtle eggs.

PCBs were reported from postyearling

loggerhead and green turtles found along the east coast of
Florida (McKim and Johnson,1983).

Petroleum hydrocarbons,

consisting of normal chain hydrocarbons and PABs, were found in
loggerhead(~ caretta) and Kemps ridley (Lepidochelya keIDR,i) sea
turtles stranded in Laguna Madre and believed to have been
affected by the IXTOC I oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico (Ball .ftt.
Al.., 1983).

Aromatic hydrocarbons, PABs, chlorinated pesticides,

and a large combination of PCBs are well documented in Chesapeake

Bay sediments and benthic biota (Bieri .l.t Al..,1981).
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Exposure of sea turtles to hydrocarbons occurs through
habitat exposure and ingestion while feeding.

The loggerhead

feeds extensively on bentbic arthropods found in the Bay.

The

primary food of the loggerhead is the horseshoe crab (Limulua

polyphemus), however they are also known to feed on the blue crab
(Callinectes sapidus), the spider crabs (Libinia ~), and the
cancer crabs (Cancer JiW.a.) (Lutcavage, 1982). The blue crab
concentrates a variety of hydrocarbons including pesticides,
PABs, and PCBs (Hale,1983).

Typical hydrocarbon pollutants found

in sediments have also been reported in the horseshoe crab (Smith
§..t.

Al.,1979).

The presence of hydrocarbon pollutants in the

habitat and food of the loggerhead should lead to measurable
accumulation witbi~ tissues.
The leatherback feeds primarily in the water column on the
jellyfish and other coelenterates found there (Pritchard,. 1967).
Its habitat and feeding behavior should result in less exposure

to hydrocarbon pollutants than occurs in the benthic feeding
loggerhead.

Tbis study was initiated to investigate the

possibility of sea turtles ingesting and retaining pollutants
found in Chesapeake Bay.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

Sample collection

Samples of liver and fat from three stranded dead
lqggerheads and one leatherback (Table 1) were removed with
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solvent washed instruments.

Each sample was then placed in a

solvent washed jar or wrapped in solvent rinsed aluminum foil.
Samples were frozen until preparation for extraction.
Sample preparation

Samples were thawed, chopped, and homogenized.

The samples

were then poured into solvent-washed stainless steel trays and
freeze dried.

After freeze ~rying, subsamples of 10.0g liver and

2.0g fat vere removed after freeze drying for extraction.

Liver

samples were crushed and placed in glass thimbles for Soxhlet
extraction.

Samples were refluxed for 24 hours with methylene

chloride (CB2C12) using a Soxblet apparatus.

A sand blank was

;un concurrently using the same refluxing procedures as in the
liver extraction.

Fat samples were incompletely dried using the

freeze drying technique.

Due to refluxing problems with

incompletely dried samples, fat samples were extracted by
mechanical dissolution in methylene chloride (CB2~12).

The fat-

methylene chloride mixture was then centrifuged to remove any
undissolved connective tissue.

All samples

were concentrated to

6-12ml using rotary evaporation, after extraction.

Sample clean-up
Samples were taken after rotary evaporation and injected on
a gel permeation column (GPC1 Autoprep MQdel 10011 Analytical Bio
Chemistry Laboratories, Inc.).

Columns were packed with Biobead
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s-xa

resin and samples were eluted with CB2Cl2. The clean up step

removes large biomolecules and complex lipids though molecular
exclusion from the column packing beads.

Each sample was

subsequently injected into a 5.4ml injection loop.

Samples were

collected from the GPC in two fractions, Gl (0-130ml) contained
large biomolecules and was later discarded, G2 (130-220ml)
contained hydrocarbons, PCBs, PAHs, and some biogenic compounds.
All

G2

fractions were concentrated using rotary evaporation,

transfered with CB2Cl2 rinses to volumetric test tubes,' and
concentrated to 0.2ml under a gentle nitrogen (N2) stream in a
warm water bath.

These samples were examined using gas

chromatography and found to contain a large amount of interfering
biogenic material.

Silica gel chromatography was employed as a

second clean-up step to remove the interfering compounds.
Silica gel was slurried in hexane and packed in a 1.0cm diameter
column to a height of 17.5cm and overlayed with 1cm solvent
extracted sand.

The column was washed with ·2om1 hexane and

drained to the top of the bed.

The samples were increased to

1.0ml in hexane and added to the top of the column.
solvents were used to elute three fractions.

Three

These fractions

were, Fl (20ml of hexane) containing aliphatic hydrocarbons, F2
(30ml of 80:20 hexane:CB2Cl2) containing aromatics and major
pollutants, and F3 (30ml methanol) containing polar compounds and
lipids.

All fractions.were examined for the presence of

pollutants using gas capillary chromatography.

Fraction 2,

containing the major pollutants, was exa~ined in further detail
using gas capillary chromatography and mass spectral analysis.

Gas Chromatographic Analysis

Gas chromatography performed on all samples used either a
Varian 3700 or modified Varian 2740 gas chromatograph.
Instruments were equipped with approximately 27m glass capillary
columns constructed at VIMS, deactivated with silanol groups,and
coated with SE-52 according to the method of Grob and Grob (1979)
and Godefroot tt

u.

(1980).

a flow of 3ml/minute.
to 300C at 6C/minute.

The carrier gas used was heliu,m at

Temperature programing extended from 75C
Detection was by flame ionization (FID).

Injections were made in the splitless mode and the splitter was
opened after the solvent front passed through the column.
temperature programming was started at this point.

The

Samp~es were

co-injected with 20ng of 1,1 Binapthyl as an internal standard.
Data was recorded and analysed using a Hewlett Packard 3354B data
system.
Gas Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry (GC-MS)
GC-MS was used for identification of compound peaks after
the methods o·f Bieri

n .u..

(1982).

The GC-MS system used

consisted of a Varian 2700 GC, with a capillary column coupled to
the mass spectrometer.

The mass spectrometer was a DuPont 21-

4928 magnetic sector mass spectrometer, scanning once every 293
seconds with an electron ionization energy of 70 electron volts.
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RESULTS

Gas chromatography and mass spectral analysis revealed low
levels of polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PAB) and
polycblorinated biphenyls (PCB) in four of the eight samples
examined.· Table 2 presents total concentrations and identifiable
compound concentrations for ~amples with concentrations above
detection limits.

Samples with measurable contamination

exhibited unresolved envelopes characteristic of weathered
hydrocarbon pollution (Bieri .flt iJ.., 1982).

Figures 1 and 2 show

reconstructed chromatograms obtained from turtles 1 and 4,
respectively.

These samples also contained the major pyrogenic

compounds found in contaminated Chesapeake Bay sediments (Bieri
. .l.t Al..,1982).

Major pyrogenic compounds easily separable from

biogenic compounds include pyrene, chrysene, flouranthene, and
pbenanthene.

Samples not listed in table 2 did not have

detectable levels of hydrocarbons or PABs.

The detection limits

were 1 part per billion (ppb) for the system used.

Fat from

turtle 1 was not examined in this analysis.
Total concentrations of hydrocarbons per 10.0g of liver
ranged from 209.0ppb to 1193.3ppb.

Only one fat sample was found

to have measurable concentrations of pollutants.

This sample

contained a total hydrocarbon concentration of 1694.0ppb.

This

sample had the highest concentrations of hydrocarbons for all
samples.

Mass spectral analysis was performed on samples la
for verification of compound composition.

Mass spectral analysia-

for qualitative verification of contaminant composition revealed
high concentrations of PCBs.

Mass spectrometry also confirmeq
-··:

the presence of the compounds listed in table 2.

DISCUSSION/CONCLUSIONS
,.

This study was a preliminary analysis to look for· t1-Etc ..

./ . \.\i}f?Pfi~'. :. .

occurrence of hydrocarbon pollutants in sea turtles from VirginJit'?:'i'f-/;
waters.

Samples we re selected primarily for lack

decomposition.

,\f~~,;~!~i.

The samples chosen represent animals found bot.' '"·tH>?!El'.).

inside and outside of Chesapeake Bay.

. -: . ~:.;~[t~zi · ~i~;ir~J;.:

~Sf?,·

The results of ··

analysis seem to reflect expected concentrations derivedf.

,;-;

normal habitat exposure.

The results, however, represen~ onit

small sample size and extrapolations to larger populations
wait until a larger sample size is run.
Sample selections were limited to animals with
decomposition, stranding in the latter part of the summer of
when samples were collected.

1,sa:·: · ·
·. ,. '~.

Turtles 1, 2, and 3 were taken from·
.
:-:'.' ··:·
;

the Virginia Beach/Back Bay coastline.

,:,._~.

Turtle 4 was radl~.i')_ ',
~

'-.·'·

tracked in the York river mouth for eight days prior to its.· ....
death.

This turtle was originally taken in a pound net, remo,r~'.Jt()·fi

to VIMS, released, and then followed via telemetry for six

d~f~:: i ·.

::f::e aen::;::::a::s:::::i:: ::e\:;t:ndT:::l:s:o:::t: ::::tlt}i'L
This turtle showed the highest level of total hydrocarbons per
'
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sample.

Turtle 3 was removed to VIMS after washing ashore

injured at Dam Neck Naval Air Station and held at VIMS until its
death two months later.

This turtles condition was poor and its

fat reserves were severely diminished.

The period it was held

prior to death may have been sufficient time for depuration to
occur.

This turtle, which bad time to depurate prior to death,

showed no detectable levels of hydrocarbons in both tissues
sampled.

Turtle

a,

the leatherback turtle, stranded dead at Back

Bay National Wildlife Refuge on the Virginia coast.

Animals of

this species known in the Bay are small and generally rare
(Lutcavage, 19811 Musick, 1979).

The leatberback turtle liver

was found to have a higher than expected total bydrocaibon
content, however this sample contained a large amount of biogenic
material which may have interfered with the analysis.

Fat was

not collected from turtle 1, however its liver showed the second
highest hydrocarbo~ concentration for all samples.· The prior
history for turtle 1 is unknown, so, although it was found
outside of the Bay, no assumptions can be made about its behavior
or feeding.
Behavior and habitat preference are important factors in the
exposure of sea turtles to pollutants.

Feeding habits of sea

turtles bring them into contact with sediments and sediment laden
organisms (Lutcavage,19811 Musick,1979).

Two prey species of the

loggerhead and Kemps ridley are known to contain pollutants of
the same classes found in polluted sediments in the Bay.

Bale

(1983) reports the presence of alkyl substituted aromatic
hydrocarbons,

unsubstituted aromatic hydrocarbons,
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beterosubstituted aromatic hydrocarbons, PCBs, and DDT
metabolites in various concentrations at the ppb level in the
blue crab (Callinectea eapidus).

Smith (1981) found the

horseshoe crab (Limulus polyphemus} to have measurable
concentrations of the standard sediment hydrocarbon pollutants
phenantbrene, flouranthene, and chrysene in tissues taken from
animals found in clean sediments in Virginia waters on the
continental shelf.

This xenobiotic burden is similar to that

found in loggerhead sea turtles of the Chesapeake Bay, so ehat
feeding may be a route of exposure to these compounds.
The major pyrogenic compounds found in sediments were also
present in all contaminated turtle samples (Bieri .ftt. .Al., 1982).
Necropsies of other stranded loggerhead turtles in this area
often reveal sand and sediments in the digestive tract.

This is

believed to occur during feeding and would lead to direct
exposure to contaminated sediments.

This would result in a

second route of exposure during feeding in loggerheads.
Routes of exposure for the leatberback are unknown, with the
possible exception of pollutants partitioned in the water column.
Not enough information is known about leatherback behavior to
make any furth~r speculations about exposure.

It is likely,

however, that many of the compounds found in the leatberback were
of a biogenic origin.
The detection of PCBs in these turtles by mass spectroscopy
is significant considering the relatively low response of these
compounds on flame ionization detectors.

PCB detection is

usually performed with an electron capture detector (Bale,1983).

9

Response factors of highly chlorinated compounds are
significantly lower in an FID than those of non-chlorinated
hydrocarbons.

Calculations in this work assume that response

factors of detected peaks are similar to that of the 1,1'
Binapbthyl co-injected standard.

The concentration of PCBs is

therefore severely underestimated by GC analysis.
The intent of this analysis was to look qualitatively for
possible pollutants that are commonly found in the sediments and
organisms of the Chesapeake Bay.

The results show that these

compounds are present in average specimens from the Bay and
Virginia coastal waters.
concentration of PCBs.

They also show an unsuspectedly high
Further qualitative and quantitative

analysis for the presence and composition of hydrocarbons, PAHs,
PCBs, and pesticides should be done on larger sample numbers and
all species, particularly the Kemps ridley (Lepidochelys tempi),
found in the Chesapeake Bay.
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Table 1

Turtles Examined for Hydrocarbons
Turtle

Noe

Species

Mr-154-82L

1

C.c+

Mr- 56-82

2

De++

Ml' No.

a.s

weight

Date

(gn)

(kg}

24IX82

64.8

32

Dam Neck Naval Airstation, VA Beach,
VA

Back Bay National

143*

26VII82

Location

Wildlife Refuge,

VA

l\fl'-162-82

3

Cc

7X82

Ml'- 62-82L

4

Cc

21VII82

-

not taken
approximate
measurement
*
** curved measurement

+

75.6**
75.4

VA Beach, VA

56

Stranded; pound
net, York River

caretta c.aretta

++ Demx:helys coriaoea

Table 2
Toxicant Concentration in Tissues

Liver

Total Concentration
Turtle

(wb)

gwnanthrene

1

209.0

2

4

Compounds (pp>)

gyrene

fluoranthene

4.2

4.3

4.9

1093.6.

5.3

7.4

9.0

1193.3

4.7

2.3

2 .. 4

1694.0

74.8

248.6

Z'l.1

Fat
4
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Gopherus
asassizi

I

I

range

- .. .

181.9-768.5 17.8-909.0 25-250

2.0-51.0

29 .4-76 .6

--Inorganic Phosphorus mg/dl

Gopherus
agassizi

-

4.64

VIMS

f.:. caretta

Goeherus
polyphemus

n

31

4

17

X

7.1

7.6

2.07

8

1.6

0.87

0.16

-

II

VIMS

h kempi

range

4.6-9.4

6.8-9.l

l.0-3.l

Calcf.~ .!!ildl

VIMS

VIMS

Gopherus
Gopherua
polyphemus .,!&assizi

.£:. caretta

h kempi

1i

45

10

-

X

6.33

7.25

11.77

8

1.08

2.53

0.60

4.4 ..8.8

2.s-11.a

range

10

9. 7-14.4

9.0-17.0

-~

